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ABSTRACT 

Protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) mediate important signaling events associated with 

cellular growth, differentiatio~ and mitogenesis. The p6Qo-.src protein is the first descnoed 

cellular protein tyrosine kinase. Human p6Qo-.src PTK has been implicated in the 

development of colon and breast cancer, and leukemia. However, the exact physiological 

role of p6Qo-.src PTK or its physiological target proteins are not well kno~ and the 

mechanism by which the p6Qo-.src PTK activity is regulated is not completely understood. 

Peptide substrates can be used to determine the substrate specificity and kinetic 

parameters, and therefore to provide important information for the understanding of the 

physiological role and mechanism of action of this important enzyme. Peptide substrates 

can also be used to develop pseudosubstrate-based inhloitors for p6Qo-.src PTK These 

pseudosubstrate-based inhloitors are useful leads for the development of peptidomimetic 

inhloitors for this important enzyme. 

Combinatorial peptide horary methods have proven to be very powerful in identifying 

ligands for receptors and in discovering peptide substrates for protein kinases. In this 

dissertatio~ a .. one-bead one-compound" combinatorial peptide horary method was 

applied to identify peptide substrates for p6Qo-.src PTK, the structure-activity relationship 

(SAR) of the identified peptide substrates was studied, and the pseudosubstrate-based 

peptide inJnoitors for p6Qo-.src PTK were developed based on the SAR study. 

Using the 110ne-bead one-compound" combinatorial peptide horary method, a novel 

peptide, YNGSFK, was identified as an efficient substrate for p6Qo-.srr PTK. The 

structure-activity relationship study was performed on over 70 analogs of YIYGSFK It 

was determined that -De-Tyr- were the two critical residues required for activity. Based on 

this dipeptide motU: a secondary horary was synthesized (XIYXXXX, wherein X = all 19 

eukaryotic amino acids except cysteine, I = isoleucine, Y = tyrosine) and screened with 
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p60o.rrc PTK. One of the identified peptides, GIYWHHY, was found to be more efficient 

for p6Qo.rrc PTK than the parental compound, YIYGSFK Several potent psedosubstrate

based peptide inhibitors were developed using GIYWHHY as a template. Some of the 

more potent peptide inlnbitors have branched structure indicating the enzyme active site 

can accommodate more than a linear motif In another experiment, three other peptide 

substrates (KIYFMAW, MIYKYYF, and RIYGKWI) were also identified. However, 

these three peptides were poor substrates for p60o.rrc PTK., but exhibited potent inhibitory 

activity toward the enzyme with ICso values between 3-12 J,lM. These data demonstrate 

that the "one-bead one-compound" combinatorial hbrary method is a powerful tool to 

discover novel peptide substrates, and then to develop pseudosubstrate-based peptide 

inhibitors for PTKs. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Combinatorial peptide library methods 

Combinatorial peptide horarie~ also known as random peptide h'brarie~ represent 

large collections of peptides of fixed length, in which all posst'ble amino acid residues have 

some probability of being incorporated at each position of any given peptide (Kay, 1995). 

Figure 1 gives the number of posstole permutations in a random peptide library when 20 

eukaryotic amino acids are used in each coupling cycle (Lam, 1993). For example, there 

are 1.28 x 109 possible permutations for a random heptapeptide. The random peptide 

h"brary can accommodate a large numbers of candidate molecules, and represent an 

exciting new set of reagents for the purposes of mapping protein-protein interactions and 

drug discovery. 

The number of peptides present in a h'brary ranges from a thousand to as many as 100 

million, depending on the method used. In general, there are two methods of generating a 

peptide library: the synthetic method and the biologic method e.g., filamentous phage 

display peptide horaries (Scott and Smith, 1990; Cwirla .d. al., 1990), plasmid peptide 

h"braries (Cull.et. al., 1992), polysome peptide libraries (Kawasaki, 1991). The filamentous 

phage approach involves the insertion of a stretch of random deoxyoligonucleotide into 

the pill gene of filamentous phage, resulting in the expression of a random oligopeptide at 

the amino terminus of the viral pill coat protein. Each phage particle has on one end five 

copies of these grafted coat proteins. The phages that bind specifically to an acceptor 

molecule will then be isolated via several cycles of panning (e.g., binding to acceptor 

coated petri dish) and amplification. Finally , the amino acid sequence of the grafted 

peptide is determined by sequencing the pill gene of the isolated phage (Scott and Smith, 



# Permutations for a Peptide 

X 
XX 
XXX 
:xxxx 
xxxxx 
xxxxxx 
xxxxxxx 

201 20 
202 =400 
203 =8 000 

' 
204 =160,000 
205 =3,200,000 
206 =64,000,000 
207 =1,280,000,000 

15 

Figure 1. Number of possible permutations for a random peptide with 20 eukaryotic amino 

acids (Lam, 1993 ). 
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1990; Devlin et al, 1990; Sco~ 1992). This very powerful method enables the researcher 

to routinely generate 1 os-1 09 different peptides. Biologically expressed peptide h"braries 

have advantages over synthetic peptide horaries. First, the skills and techniques used to 

generate and screen such h"braries are widely available in laboratories engaged in molecular 

biology experiments. Second, peptides may be expressed in such a way that they are 

accessible for molecular interactions either in vitro or in vivo. Third, it is easier to 

generate long peptides (ie., >20 amino acids) using this approach. However, the 

biological approach suffers several major disadvantages. First, only the natural L-amino 

acids (20 eukaryotic amino acids) can be used for making the peptide h"brary. Second, 

biologically expressed peptides are susceptible to endogenous proteases of the biological 

host, thereby limiting the abundance of individual random peptides differentially. Third, 

ahhough simple disulfide cyclization is feasible, and longer peptides with specific protein 

folds (such as immunoglobulin folds) may be used; complicated bicyclic, compact 

scaffolding, branched structures, or molecules with special chemistry of cyclization are 

impossible. Fourth, subsequent screening for biologic activity is generally restricted 

primarily to binding assays (Gallop ~ al, Gordon~ al, 1994; 1994; Kay, 1995; Lam and 

Leb~ 1994; Lam, 1995). 

Synthetic peptide h"braries, on the other hand, can overcome many of the limitations 

of biologically expressed random peptide horary. Most of the synthetic peptide h"braries 

are synthesized by protected adduct chemistry using standard 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl 

(Fmoc) or t-butyloxycarbonyl (t-Boc) Na-amino acids on a solid phase support system 

such as a polystyrene resin bead (Lam~ al, 1991; Lam and Leb~ 1992). The main 

advantage of the synthetic peptide horary is that unnatural amino acids, such as D-amino 

acid, and N-methylated amino acids can be incotporated into the peptide h"braries. 

Synthetic peptide horaries can contain linear or cyclic structures. Linear peptides are 

generally very fleXIole. In certain cases one may prefer a more rigid or constrained 
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conformatio~ such as a cyclic structure, to enhance biologic activity. The other important 

feature for the synthetic peptide libraries is the screening method (Lam. 1995; Lam and 

Leb~ 1994; Lebl .ct. al., 1995). When the peptide horary has been synthesized, the N

tenninal and side chain protecting groups are removed, and the solid phase bound peptides 

can then be screened directly, or cleaved off the solid support and screened by a solution 

phase assay (Lam and Leb~ 1994). Direct binding assays have been commonly used to 

screen the solid phase bound peptide h"brary. These peptides are often covalently linked to 

the solid support via a long hydrophilic linker such as polyoxyethylene. Detection is 

usually accomplished by enzyme-linked assay, fluorescent assay, or radionuclide assay. In 

some peptide horary methods, the peptides are released into the solution for screening. 

The major advantage of this approach is that various standardized receptor-binding, 

biochemical, or cellular assays can easily be adapted for screening. Purified acceptor 

molecules are often not needed. However, the solution phase assay, in general, is more 

time-consuming, and some of the ligands may be insoluble in the assay buffer and 

therefore not detected. Often, a solution phase binding assay requires a radiolabeled ligand 

as a tracer. If no known ligands are available, solid phase binding assay may then be 

preferred. 

Over the last few years, the combinatorial peptide horary approach has been applied 

successfully to various biological systems. These include identification of ligands for 

antibodies (both continuous and discontinuous epitopes) (Lam .ct. al, 1991; Lam .ct. al 1993 

a; 1993b; McConnell .ct. al., 1994; Hoess .ct. al., 1993), concanavalin A (Scott .ct. al, 1992; 

Oldenburg .ct. al, 1992), streptavidin (Lam .ct. al., 1991; Devlin .ct. al., 1990), avidin (Lam 

and Leb~ 1992) calmodulin (Dedman .ct. al., 1993), urokinase cell surface receptor 

(Goodson .ct al., 1994), opioid receptors (Boyce .ct. al., 1994), G-protein-coupled 

receptors (Jayawickreme .et. al., 1994), major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I 

molecule (Smith .et. al., 1994), signal transduction adaptor molecules that contain SH2 and 
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SID domains (Sparks et al, 1994; 1996), p53 (Daniels and Lane, 1994), adhesion 

molecules such as gpllblllla (O'Neil et al, 1992; Salmon et al, 1993) etc. Recently, 

substrate motifs for various protein kinases, proteases, or other posttranslational 

modification enzymes have been elucidated (Wu et al, 1994; Songyang etal, 1994; Singh 

etal, 1995). 

A "one-bead one-compound" combinatorial peptide library method 

A "one-bead one-compound" combinatorial peptide h"brary method is a random 

synthetic h"brary approach (Lam et al, 1991 ). The peptide is synthesized on solid phase 

beads using a "split synthesis" method (Lam et al, 1991; Lam and Leb~ 1992 ). Since each 

bead is in contact with only one amino acid at a time during coupling cycle, and the 

reaction is driven to completion, each bead expresses a single peptide entity (Figure 2) 

The peptide h"brary, consisting of millions of beads, each with a unique peptide, is then 

subjected to screening for a specific acceptor molecule (receptor, ant:J.oody, enzyme, virus, 

etc). The reactive beads are identified and physically isolated, and each is subjected to 

microsequencing with Edman degradation chemistry (Lam et al, 1991; Lam and Leb~ 

1992; 1994). Each 100 !liD bead contains approximately 100 pmol of peptide and is more 

than enough for microsequencing. Once a binding motif is identified, a secondary peptide 

library (based on the motif of the primary screen) is generated and screened under a more 

stringent condition to identifY leads of higher affinity (Lam and Leb~ 1994, Lam et al., 

1995). 

The methods of screening include both on-bead binding assays and solution phase 

biological assays (Lam and Leb~ 1994). For the on-bead binding assays, standard enzyme

linked colorimetric assays, fluorescent, or radionuclide assays can be used as mentioned as 

above. The enzyme-linked colorimetric assay is the simplest because it adapts the standard 

Western blot technology and no special equipment is required. Besides the on-bead 
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Coup6ng Step .. 
1 Gi vl 

A .. G .. v .. 
bndomizl • .pil) 

I 

(9 dipeptide&) 1 Gi v! 
AA .. GA .. VA .. 
AG .. GG .. VG .. 
AV .. GV .. vv .. 

lrandonia, IIIII) 

• 
(27 tripeptides) 1 Gi vl 

AAA .. GAA .. VAA .. 
AAG .. GAG .. VAG .. 
AAV .. GAV .. VAV .. 

AGA .. GGA .. VGA .. 
AGG .. GGG .. VGG .. 
AGV .. GGV .. VGV .. 

AVA .. GVA .. VVA .. 
AVG .. GVG .. VVG .. 
AVV .. GVV .. vvv .. 

Figure 2. Flow diagram of a simplified example of soHd phase "split synthesis" of 

tripeptides consisting of alanine (A), glycine (G) and valia.e (V) using standard solid-phase 

peptide synthesis method with Fmoc (9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl) chemistry. After each 

coupling step, the beads from each of the three reaction vessels are combined for 

randomization and then split again to the three vessels for the next coupling step. After 

three such steps, the 27 possible peptide sequences (33) are an represented on separate 

beads (Lam~ al., 1991 ). 
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binding assays, the method has been adapted to solution phase assay. Peptide bead 

horaries with dual orthogonal cleavable linkers are used, and peptides can be released 

sequentially with a two-step process into solution for biological testing, eg. in a 96-well 

format. Alternatively an in situ releasable solution phase assay can be used. In this method, 

beads with a cleavable linker are immobized in soft agar and the chemical compounds 

from each bead are released and diifused into the surrounding region where the biological 

reaction takes place (Salmon et. al., 1996). Since the introduction of this method five year 

ago, it has proven to be valuable tools for identifYing ligands of macromolecular targets. 

These include identification ofligands for monoclonal antibodies (Lam.etal., 1991; Lam et 

al., 1993a; 1993b), MHC-class I molecules (Smith et al., 1994;), gpllblllla integrin 

(Salmon et aL, 1993), streptavidin (Lam et. al., 1991), avidin (Lam and Lebl, 1992), 

immunoglobulin receptors (Lam et al., 1995), a small organic indigo dye (Lam et al., 

1994), and anticancer activity (Salmon et al., 1996). 

Recently, we modified this method to elucidate post-translational modification sites of 

proteins (Wu et al., 1994; Lam and Wu, 1994). [y-32P]ATP and cAMP-dependent protein 

kinase were added to a random peptide-bead horary. After the incubation, the 

phosphorylated peptide bead horary was washed thoroughly and immobilized on a glass 

plate with agar. The P2P]-labeled beads were then detected by autoradiography. The 

peptides with the correct substrate motifs were radiolabelled, and the P2P]-labelled beads 

were isolated for microsequencing. Several peptides with RRXS motif were isolated (Wu 

et al., 1994 ), and this motif correlated very well with that reported in the literature (Kemp 

and Pearson, 1990; 1991), thus validating the methodology. In this dissertation, this 

method has mainly been used to identifY peptide substrates for p60o.rn: PTK. 

The main advantages of the "one-bead one-compound" combinatorial peptide libraries 

are that a large number ( 106-1 os) of peptides can be synthesized and screened rapidly and 

that both on-bead binding or solution phase assays can be used (Lam and Lebl, 1994; Lebl 
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~ al, 1995; Gordon d. al, 1994 ). In addition, since it is a single-step process that does not 

require deconvolution, multiple peptide ligands or substrates with completely different 

motifs can often be identified in a single screen. This process can be applied to both 

peptide and nonpeptide (small organic) horaries. The "one-bead one-compound" 

combinatorial h"brary methods are invaluable in drug discovery for lead identification as 

well as in serving as an important research tool for molecular recognition (Lam and Lebl, 

1994; Lebl.et.aL, 1995; Gordon .et.al, 1994). 

Protein tyrosine kinase (PTK) 

Protein-tyrosine kinases (PTKs) constitute a class of enzymes which catalyze the 

transfer of the y-phosphate of either A TP or GTP to the hydroxyl group of tyrosine 

residues in certain protein or peptide substrates. Evidence suggests that these enzymes 

play an important role in the signal transduction pathways that regulate cellular growth, 

development, and differentiation (Tsygankow and Bolen, 1993; Wilkis, 1993; Ullrich and 

Schlessinger, 1990). Elevated levels of PTK activity and concomitant increases in 

phosphotyrosine content have been associated with many human malignancies (Table 1) 

(Chang and Geahlen, 1992). Since the discovery nearly 20 years ago that the transforming 

gene product of the Rous sarcoma virus is a protein kinase which phosphorylates tyrosine 

residues, probably over 170 eukorytic PTKs have been identified (Hardie and Hanks, 

1996). These may be categorized into three main groups: (i) membrane receptor-linked 

PTKs; (ii) non-receptor-linke~ cytosolic PTKs; and (iii) non-receptor-linke~ membrane

associated PTKs. These PTKs have been further classified into families based on structural 

homologies. 

Members of the receptor class of tyrosine kinases are characterized by having an 

extracellular ligand binding domain, a transmembrane domain and a cytoplasmic domain 

with which is contained catalytic sequences (Varden and Ullrich, 1988; Fantl etal., 1993). 



Table l. Protein-Tyrosine Kinases and Human Cancer* 

Tyrosine Kinase 

EGF-RITGFa-R 

IGF1-R 

NGF-Ritrk 

PDGF-R 

CSF1-Rifms 

FGF-Ribek/flg 

BCRIABL 

HER-/neulerbB-2 

kit 

lck 

ret 

ros 

src 

Cancer 

bladder 
brain 
breast 
colo rectum 
esophagus 
lung 
ovary 
pancreas 
squamous carcinoma 
breast 
esophagus 
lung 
ovary 
pancreas 
colon 
neuroblastoma 
midgut 
pancreas 
breast 
leukemia 
brain 
breast 
prostate 
brain 
leukemia 
breast 
lung 
ovary 
stomach 
lung 
colon 
leukemia 
neuroblastoma 
thyriod 
brain 
bladder 
colon 
breast 

*Data adapted from Chang and Geahlen (1992)J ofNatProd 55, 1529-1560 
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The function of these kinases is to transduce a sign~ originated by ligand binding, into the 

cytoplasm. The final outcome of this signal may be gro~ movement and/or 

differentiation of the cell, depending on the ligand and the cell type (Hunter, 1989; Ullrich 

and Schlessinger, 1990; Schlessinger and Ullrich, 1992). The activation of the receptors 

that occurs upon ligand binding is frequently the consequence of receptor dimerization 

(either homodim.erization of identical receptor subunits, or in some cases, 

heterodimerization with related rceptors), which brings into close apposition two catalytic 

domains, and results in transphosphorylation of the cytoplasmic receptor sequences on 

several tyrosine residues called autophosphorylation (Wi1Iiams, 1989; Schlessinger and 

Ullrich, 1992). These phosphotyrosines form the binding sites for SH2 domain-containing 

proteins, whose consequent activation is responsible for transmitting the signal further 

(Pawson and Gish, 1992; Mayer and Baltimore, 1993). Alternatively, receptor activation 

results in phosphorylation of a separate protein to which SH2 domain-containing proteins 

bind (for example, activation of the insulin receptor results in phosphorylation of a protein, 

IRS1, with which several signaling molecules associate) (White and Kahn, 1994). 

The non-receptor protein tyrosine kinase are diverse in structure, subcellular 

localization and function. In mutant form, some are able to transform cells, suggesting 

normal functions in signal transduction pathways that stimulate cell growth. Others appear 

to be involved in regulating cell shape and/or cell-substratum contacts, and in negative 

growth control (Brickell, 1992; Bolen, 1993 ). The non-receptor kinases are subdivided 

into two groups: src family of kinases that are associated with the inner aspect of the 

plasma membrane, and members ofkinases that encode intracellular proteins with nuclear 

and cytoplasmic localization ability such as ab/ kinase family and fes kinase family 

( Courtneige, 1994 ). 

The src family of protein tyrosine kinases represents a class of intracellular enzymes 

that participate in the signal transduction pathways. Since the discovery of c-src, nine 
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distinct members of the src fiunily of protein tyrosine kinases have been identified to date, 

grouped together because of the similarity of the sequence and their regulation (Brickell, 

1992; Cooper and Howell, 1993). Three members (c-src, c-fgr, e-yes) were first identified 

as the normal cellular sequences transduced by distinct oncogenic retroviruses, while the 

remaining members (fyn, lyn, lck, hck, blk, yrk) were identified through their high degree 

of homology to the src tyrosine kinase domain (Bolen .d. al, 1992). The Src, Yes, Fyn, 

and Lyn, are expressed in a variety of cells, whereas Lck, Hck, Fgr, and Blk are primarily 

expressed in hemopoietic cells (Bolen .d. al, 1992; Brickell, 1992). The Yrk kinase is 

expressed at the highest levels in the brain and spleen (Sudolet .d. al, 1993). The src family 

kinases share a general common organization: an Nih-terminal myristoyl group, followed 

by a non-homologous region (unique or specific domain), two regulatory regions (SH2 

and SH3), the conserved catalytic domain (SH1) and a COOH-terminal regulatory region 

involved in modulating the enzyme activity (Bolen .d. al, 1992; Tsygankow and Bolen, 

1993). While the human and murine counterparts of the genes encoding the src family 

PTK have been molecularly cloned and their encoded proteins characterized (Hardie and 

Hanks., 1996), determination ofthe physiological role of each src family kinase in normal 

cells or cancer cells has been much more elusive. 

p6()c:-src PTK 

In 1989, the Nobel Prize in Medicine and Physiology was awarded to J. Michael 

Bishop and Harold E. Varm.us for their discovery that the oncogenic counterpart ofRous 

sarcoma virus (v-src) had been transduced from a normal cellular gene (c-src) (Stehelin .d. 

al, 1976). Earlier studies by Joan Brugge and Raymond Erikson had determined that the 

v-src oncogene functioned as a tyrosine kinases: an enzyme that phosphorylates tyrosine 

residues in its own protein sequence (referred to as 'autophosphorylation') as well as in 

other critical target proteins to effect cellular transformation; this tyrosine kinase function 
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was subsequently demonstrated for the protein encoded by c-src (Brugge .d. al, 1981). 

Since 1976, it has become clear that c-src is the prototype for a family of genes which 

encode intracellular, membrane-associated tyrosine kinases that play a key role in signal 

transduction. 

The c-Src protein, the product of the first discovered proto-oncogene and the first 

descnoed cellular protein tyrosine kinase has long been the focus of intensive research 

efforts. It belongs to the non-receptor class of tyrosine kinases. Its N-terminus contains 

the sequence necessary for myristoylation, a modification, which is required for the stable 

membrane association of an Src PTK (Bolen d. al, 1991; Brickell, 1992, Resh, 1994). 

Adjacent to this small fragment is the 50-to SO-residue-long "unique" domain where the 

amino acid sequences of the Src PTK family diverge most dramatically from each other 

(Bolen .d.al, 1991; 1992; 1993; Brickell, 1992). 

The next region located approximately between amino acid residues 90 and 250 

represents sequences sharing significant homology between Src family PTKs as well as 

numerous other proteins. This region can be subdivided into two domains: Src homology 

3 (SH3) and Src homology 2 (SH2) which have lengths of about 50 and 100 amino acid 

residues, respectively. Both SH2 and SH3 are important for regulating the enzymatic 

activity of Src PTKs and protein-protein interaction in signal transduction (Pawson and 

Gish, 1992; Mayer and Baltimore, 1993). Recently, combinatorial peptide horaries have 

been used to define and optimize ligands for a number of different SH2 and SID domains 

(Sparks et al., 1994; 1996). 

The major part of the C-terminal half of the Src PTKs represents the catalytic domain, 

which is the region of the highest homology between the Src family members (SHI). This 

domain contains the sites of A TP and substrate binding, and tyrosine autophosphorylation. 

Autophosphorylation is thought to be critical for the activation of the Src PTKs because: 

1). its level is elevated in enzymatically active forms of these enzymes, and 2). point 
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mutations of the corresponding tyrosine reduce the enzymatic activity and transforming 

ability ofthe Src PTKs (Bolen et al., 1991; 1992; Brickell, 1992). The last 17 to 19 amino 

acids represent the Src regulatory domain containing a tyrosine residue, Tyr527. This is 

the major site of phosphorylation in the Src PTKs with repressed enzymatic activity. 

Deletion of this sequence or substitution of the C-terminal tyrosine by phenylalanine 

activates the Src PTKs and renders them oncogenic. Therefore, phosphorylation of the C

terminal tyrosine is believed to have an inhibitory effect on the enzymatic activity of Src 

PTKs. This regulated process is accomplished by tyrosine phosphatases, PTPa, and 

Tyrosine kinases, Csk (carboxy-terminal Src Kinase) (Cooper and Howell, 1993). 

Although the function of c-Src is still elusive, several lines of evidence suggested that 

c-Src as well as its relatives, e.g. Lck, Fyn and Lyn, can act as a component of the signal 

transduction machinary (Xu et al., 1996; Tsygankov and Bolen, 1993; Taylor and 

Shalloway, 1993; 1996). It has been shown that the Src tyrosine kinase can associate with 

different growth factor receptors, for example, to EGFR (Osherov and Levitzki, 1994; 

Luttrell et al., 1994) and PDGFR (Kypta .et al, 1990; Twamley .et al, 1993). It has also 

been shown that a protein, She, can be phosphorylated by Src PTK (McGlade .et al., 

1992 ). She is an SH2-domain containing protein, and its phosporylation on tyrosine 

promotes formation of a complex of She, GRB2 (an SH2- and SH3-domain containing 

adaptor protein) and Sos (a Ras-speci:fic nucleotide exchange protein), which activates 

Ras by converting it to its GTP-bound form (Egan and Weinberg, 1993). It is interesting 

that very recent studies have determined that the c-Src protein also plays a role in cellular 

adhesion mediated by the f31 integrin family of cell adhesion receptors (Glenney, 1992; 

Clark and Brugge, 1995). Signaling through the f31 integrin family is mediated by the focal 

adhesion kinase (F AK); the c-Src protein associates with F AK and with the cytoskeletal 

protein paxillin to influence cell adhesion through this signalling complex (Schaller~ al., 

1992; Clark and Brugge, 1995). 
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The p6Qc-.rrc PTK. is thought to play a role in the signal transduction pathways. The 

overexpression of p6Qc-.rrc had been reported in human cancers of the colon (Bolen et. al., 

1987), breast (Luttrell et. al, 1994 ), hmg (Mazurenko et. al, 1992), bladder (Fanning et. al., 

1992), and skin (Bamekow et. al, 1987), as well as in gastric cancer (Takeshima et. al., 

1991), hairy cell leukemia (Lynch et. al., 1993), and neuroblastoma (Bjelfinan et. al., 1990). 

Peptide substrates and inhibitors for p6oc-.rrc PTK. would serve as important research tools 

for studying the role of this enzyme in signal transduction pathways. Additionally, they 

may also be useful as leads for the development of selective and potent peptidomimetic 

inhibitors which have therapeutic value for human cancers (Boutin, 1994; Burke Jr, 1992; 

1994; Levitzki and Gazit, 1995). 

Substrate specificity of protein tyrosine kinases 

Phosphorylation by protein kinases is an important general mechanism for controlling 

intracellular processses, and plays an essential part in the signal transduction pathways that 

regulate cell growth in response to extracellular signals (HWlter and Cooper, 1985; 

Kazlauskas, 1994 ). A great number of protein k:inases have been discovered, and the 

identification of their biological targets is still a very active research area. Protein k:inases 

must have the appropriate substrate specificity to ensure that signals are transmitted 

correctly. Previous studies have demonstrated the importance of the primary sequences of 

protein substrates in determining protein kinase specificity (Pearson and Kemp, 1991; 

Kemp and Pearson, 1990; 1991). 

While the structural features determining the site specificity of many Serffhr-specific 

protein kinases are thoroughly Wlderstood (Pearson and Kemp, 1991 ), the structural 

determinants for tyrosine protein kinases {PTK) are still mostly unknown. It is often 

believed that PTK are generally less specific than their Serffhr-specific coWlterparts, in 

which selective targeting of phospho-acceptor sites is determined in most cases by 
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essential residues, either basic or acidic in nature, situated at definite positions relative to 

the phosphorylation site (Kemp and Pearson, 1990; 1991). Table 2 lists consensus 

sequences for a number of common serine/threonine kinases. For example, the motif 

RRXS is critical for substrate recognition by cAPK and the motif RXXS is important for 

substrate recognition by PKC. Basic amino acids (R or K) are often found around 

phosphorylation sites for many serine/threonine kinases and serve as the basis for the 

specificity ofthese kinases (Martinnage et al., 1980; Kemp and Pearson, 1990; 1991). In 

the case of PTK, both the study of (auto )phosphorylation sites and early studies with 

synthetic peptides suggested that acidic residues upstream of tyrosine play an important 

role in site recognition (Hunter and Cooper, 1985; Stadtmauer and Rosen, 1983; 

Songyang et al, 1995). A favorable effect ofN-terminal acidic residues has been shown, 

e.g. with epidermal growth factor receptor PTK (House et al., 1984) and insulin receptor 

PTK (Stadtmauer and Rosen, 1983). The p60o.rn: (Wong and Goldberg, 1983), p56Ic.t 

(Stadtmauer and Rosen, 1983) and p45ab1 (Pritchard et al, 1989), however, have been 

reported to efficiently phosphorylate tyrosyl peptides devoid of acidic residues, suggesting 

that their site specificity may depend on different features. The substrate specificity of 

PTKs may be determined by 1) the secondary and tertiary structures of protein substrates 

(Cheng et al, 1993), 2) regulatory domains (e.g. SH2 and SH3) rather than the catalytic 

domain, for example, the substrate specificity of c-Abl PTK may be mainly dependent on 

its SH2 domain rather the catalytic domain (Mayer and Baltimore, 1994 ), 3) unique 

domain ofPTKs, e.g. Lck unique domain influences Lck specificity (Carrera etal., 1995). 

One approach to help elucidate the specificity of protein kinase is to study the kinetics 

of phosphorylation of a variety of synthetic peptides of known sequence, since the 

structures of these peptides can be varied systematically to find the critical determinants. 

This approach has proven useful for characterizing the specificities of serine/threonine 

kinases (Kemp eta!., 1977; Glass and Krebs, 1979; Chan etal., 1982; Kemp and Pearson, 



Table 2. Peptide Substrates for Serineffhreonine Kinases* 
(direved from protein phosphorylation sites and exogenous substrates) 
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Kinase Peptide sequence Km,~ Consenesus sequence 

cAPK LB.BASLG 4.5 RRXS 

KKLTBRASFSQ 4.3 

cGMP-PK RKRSRAE 29 RXXSR 

PKC PLSRTLS.VAAKK 4 RXXSorSXR 

QKRPSQRSKYL 7 

TQRRQRKS.RRTI 24 

VRKRILRRL 48 

Casein Kinase II RRRDDDSJ)DD. 60 SXXE/D 

RRREEESEEE 180 

CaM kinase II PLRRTLSYAA 3.5 RXXSV 

SmMLCK KKRAAR.ATSNVFA 7.5 KKRXXRXXS 

*Data adapted from Kemp and Pearson (1991)Methods in Enzymology 200, 121-134. 
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1990 ). The success of this approach depends on the fact the specificity of most protein 

kinases appears to be definable at the level of the primary structure of the substrate, and 

also depends on the availability of efficient peptide substrates. Recently, some data have 

suggested that linear peptide motifs may also play a role in determining substrate 

specificity ofPTKs (Cheng .et al., 1991; 1992; Songyang .et al, 1995). The problem is that 

there are no efficient peptide substrates for PTKs. Table 3 lists a few peptide substrates 

which are commonly used to study PTKs. However, most of these substrates are 

phosphorylated only at high substrate concentrations due to high Km values (Km in mM 

range). 

In an attempt to define the primary sequence requirements for tyrosine 

phosphorylation, much effort has been devoted to finding peptide substrates with low Km 

values, but efficient ways of identifying these peptide are lacking. In this dissertation, the 

"one-bead one-compound" combinatorial peptide horary method was used to identify the 

peptide substrates for PTKs. 

PTK inhibitors 

Protein tyrosine kinases are critical in regulation of normal ceiiular growth and 

activation of these enzymes is frequently associated with malignant transformation 

(Hunter, 1989; Fantl .et al, 1993; Cantley .et al, 1991). The fact that aberrant or 

overexpressed PTKs have been associated with the etiology of a number of human cancers 

raises the poSSIDility that inb.Ioitors of oncogenic PTKs may provide new approaches 

toward anticancer therapy (Boutin,1994; Burke, Jr., 1992; 1994; Powis, 1995). 

Conceptually, the development of PTK inb.Ioitors can be approached by directing 

agents at critical components of PTK function. In general, an active catalytic domain has 

been demonstrated to be essential for the ability of normal PTKs to induce mitogenesis 

and for oncogenic PTKs to induce and maintain the transformed phenotype (Ullrich and 



Kinase 

p60c-src 

p561c:k 

c-Abl 

Insulin 

receptor 

Table 3. Peptide Substrates for Protein Tyrosine Kinases* 
(derived from protein phosphorylation sites and exogenous substrates) 

Peptide sequence ~.J.LM Source 

EDNEYTARQG 6250 Src autophosphorylation site 

EDNEYVARQG 5890 Src autophosphorylation site 

DRVYHIPF 2000 angiotensin n 
KVEKIGEGlYGWYK 102 cdc2(6-20),p34ak2 

DRVYHIPFHL 2300 angiotensin I 

RRLIEDAEYAARG 1160 Lck autophosphorylation site 

KVEKIGEGlYGWYK 133 cdc2(6-20),p34ak2 

DRVYHIPFHL 3700 angiotensin I 

RVYVHPF 8000 angiotensin m inhibitor 

RRLEDAEYARG 1200 Lck autophosphorylation site 

DRVYHIPF 2600 angiotensin n 

31 

*Data adapted from Kemp and Pearson (1991) Methods in Enzymology 200, 121-134, 
and Cheng (1992) J Bio Chem 267, 9248-9256 
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Schlessinger, 1990; Parsons and Weber, 1989). Initial activation of kinase function is 

frequently associated with "autophosphorylation" (selt:phosphorylation) of one or more 

tyrosine residues. This autophosphorylation is believed to be an intermolecular association 

between neighboring PTKs following oligomerization in response to some signalling 

event, such as EGF binding at the extracellular ligand-binding domain of EGFR PTKs 

(Schlessinger, 1988). The mechanism by which autophosphorylation activates kinase 

action is not known, but may involve conformational alterations which allow substrate 

access to the catalytic site and the generation of secondary recognition features necessary 

for substrate binding (Margolis d. al., 1990; Hsu ~ al, 1991 ). Autophosphorylation 

represents one means through which general modulation of PTK function is achieved 

(Varmus ~al.. 1990). Accordingly, an important feature of many PTKs is the presence of 

conserved, non-catalytic domains termed "SH2 and SH3" regions, which are located both 

within modulatory regions of PTKs and in certain endogenous substtates (Koch d. al., 

1991; Pawson and Gish, 1992; Mayer and Baltimore, 1993). These regions form tight 

associations with specific peptide sequences containing phosphorylated tyrosine residues 

and appear to direct protein-protein interactions, such as binding of substtate to the PTK. 

Mutations in the SH2 regions have been shown to affect the ability of PTKs to associate 

with specific endogenous substrates and to activate transforming potential (O'Brien d. al., 

1990). Aberrations in either the ability to respond to appropriate signalling or in the 

discrimination of substtate can potentially lead to errant signal transduction and neoplastic 

proliferation. 

It is posSJ.ole to delineate several common motifs which can serve as a basis for the 

design of PTK inhibitors (Burke, Jr., 1992; 1994 ). Central to the function of all PTKs is 

the recognition and binding of a nucleoside triphosphate (usually A TP) and an appropriate 

tyrosyl-containing substtate, followed by the ensuing direct transfer of terminal phosphate 

between the two (Emeux ~ al., 1983; Wong d. al., 1984). In considering agents with 
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inhibitor PTK function, particular emphasis will be placed on those compounds which 

appear to act by interfering with the catalytic process itself Agents which inhibit this 

process can be classified as: 1) preventing the binding of ATP: 2) preventing the binding 

of substrate; 3) decreasing the catalytic efficiency of the enzyme by some other 

mechanism. Agents which prevent the binding of substrate can be further delineated as 

those which prevent the binding of the tyrosyl residue within the catalytic site and those 

which inb.J.oit the recognition and association of the PTK with the larger substrate (for 

example, agents directed against SH2-interactions) (Burke, Jr., 1992). 

There are several possible approaches to develop new inhibitory compounds for 

PTKs: natural sources (e.g. plant , broth) such as erbstatin (Umezawa et al., 1986), 

genistein (Akiyama et. al., 1987), and herbimycin A (Uehara et. al, 1988) etc.; their 

chemically derived analogs such as tyrphostins, a group of erbstatin-derived compounds 

(Posner .et al, 1994); and purely synthetic substrates such as nucleoside-based inhi"bitors 

e.g. ADP, GDP, and peptide inhibitors (Burke, Jr., 1992). Most current PTK inb.Ioitors, 

with few exceptions (Fry et al., 1994; Levitzki and Gazit, 1995), lack specificity and 

potency. As a result, these compounds are generally not useful as therapeutic leads. The 

requirements for PTK inlnoitors are clear: high potency, specificity amongst different 

kinases (including iserinelthreonine and histidine protein kinases) and specificity amongst 

the PTKs. The concept of"specific" inln"bitors is important, since it addresses the essence 

of non-cytotoxic anticancer therapy. The goal is not to blindly kill an organism, any type 

of rapidly dividing cells (therefore, the "normal" as well as the transformed ones), but 

rather to finely tune the target in order to stop or decrease cell transformation, whenever it 

is demonstrated that such a transformation is oncogene-dependent. 

Pseudosubstrate-based peptide inhibitors 
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Any structure that folds back into the active site to tum a protein kinase off using 

substrate-like recognition groups can be termed a pseudosubstrate {Kemp et. al., 1991 ). 

Peptide substrates of a protein kinase can potentially be transformed into potent 

psedosubstrate-based peptide inhibitors by modifYing specific regions of their structure. 

Pseudosubstrate-based peptide inhtoitors, which mimick the features of the peptide 

substrates and specifically bind to the protein substrate binding site of the protein kinases, 

might have a high degree of specificity towards the protein kinases. Based on specific 

recognition motifs of serine/threonine kinases, potent and specific peptide inlu.oitors have 

been developed. For example, the specific pseudosubstrate peptide inluoitors based on the 

substrate motif {RRXS) for cAPK has a Ki of 3 nM for this serine/threonine protein kinase 

{Knighton et. al, 1991 ). Such potent and specific pseudosubstrate-based peptide inluoitors 

can be used to study the physiological roles of their respective protein kinases in extracts 

or in cells by microinjection, use of permeabilized cell, or expression in transfected cells 

{Hidaka and Kobayashi, 1992 ). They also can be used to study the three-dimensional 

structure of protein kinases {Knighton .et al, 1991). Furthermore, potent pseudosubstrate

based peptide inluoitors can be used as leads for the development of peptidomimetic or 

non-peptide inhibitors with improved therapeutic potential {Fauchere 1986; Olson et. al, 

1993). 

Two approaches have been taken to measure inlnoitory constants {Kemp et. al., 1991 ). 

For potent inhibitors it is necessary to use Dixon plots to estimate Ki values because a 

significant portion of the enzyme is present as the enzyme-inhibitor complex. The less 

rigorous, but useful, alternative is to use ICso values that represent the concentration of 

inlnoitors required to cause 50% inhibition of phosphate transfer at a protein or peptide 

substrate concentration equivalent to the Km value. In some respects an ICso value is more 

appropriate when there is uncertainty about the precise mechanism of inb.Ioition. Care 
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should be taken to ensure that other components of the reaction mixture, including ATP 

and Mg2+ concentrations, are optimal 

Pseudosubstrat~based peptide inhibitors for PTKs can be designed based on the 

enzyme specificity and catalytic mechanism (Boutin, 1994). Specific peptide inhibitors for 

PTKs can be obtained by systematically defining the substrate specificity of a PTK 

enzyme. This information will enable one to develop a "lead sequence" which can then be 

transformed into an active sit~directed peptide inhibitor. If these short peptide inhibitors 

became available, then they could serve as lead compounds for the design of non-peptide 

analogs better suited to drug development. This peptide-based inluoitor approach for PTK 

inluoitor development has been relatively unexplored partly because efficient (ie. Km < 

100 J,LM) and specific peptide substrates for PTKs are not available. In general, the 

previously investigated peptide substrates for PTKs were poor substrates (Km's in the mM 

range and Vmax's in the nmollminlmg range) and a strong preference for specific primary 

sequence was not observed {Kemp and Pearson, 1991; Boutin, 1994 ). In contrast, for the 

protein serine/threonine kinase, peptide substrates with binding affinities and maximal rates 

of phosphorylation 3 order-of:. magnitude better (Km's in the J,.LM range and Vmax's in the 

!llllOllminlmg range) than those for the known PTK peptide substrates have been identified 

(Kemp and Pearson, 1991; Hidaka and Kobayashi, 1992 ). 

Recently, using a combinatorial peptide horary method involving affinity selection of a 

horary of solution phosphopeptides, Songyang et al. reported the screening of a 15-mer 

acids except tryptophan, cysteine, tyrosine, serine, and threonine) with a variety of PTKs 

(including c-Src ), and determined the substrate motif of c-Src as EEIYGEFF (Songyang 

.et al., 1995). In this dissertation, I applied the "one-bead, on~compound" combinatorial 

peptide hbrary method to identifY efficient peptide substrates for human p6Qc·.rn: ~ and 
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demonstrated that potent pseudosubstrate-based peptide inhibitors based on the structure 

of these peptide substrates for PTKs can be developed. 
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Chapter 2 
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Human p6Qo-.rrr PTK, Lyn PTK, and Lck PTK was purchased from UBI. Lake Placid. 

New York. [y32P]ATP was obtained from ICN Biomedicals Inc, hvine, California. 

TentaGe! S resin was obtained from Rapp Polymere, Tubingen, Germany. Rink resin, 

Fmoc (fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl)-protected amino acids, Boc (butyloxycarbonyl)

protected amino acid, trifluoroacetic acid, piperidine, BOP [benzotriazol-yl-oxy-tris

( dimethylamino )-phosphonium hexafluorophosphate ], HOBt (9-hydroxybenzotriazole ), 

and DIEA (N, N-diisopropylethylamine) were purchased from Advanced ChemTech, 

Louisville, Kentucky. Dimethylformamide, methanol, methyl t-butyl ether, and 

acetonitrilewere purchased from Baxter, McGaw Park, Dlinois. Fmoc-L-Lys(alloc)-OH 

was obtained from Millipore Co., Bedford, Massachusetts. Dichloromethane, N-methyl

morpholine, and Tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)-palladium was purchased from Aldrich 

Chemical Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. BSA (Bovine serum alb~ fraction V), MES (2-

[N-morpholino ]ethanesulfonic acid), magnesium chloride, phenol, anisole, and 

ethanedithiol, acid molybdate and lithium chloride were obtained from Sigma, St. Louis, 

Missouri. Glogos™ II autoradiogram marker was purchased from Stratagene, La Jolla, 

California. X-ray film (Kodak X-OMAT LS) was also obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. 

Agrose (SeaPlaque agarose) was purchased from FMC BioProducts, Pockland, Maine. 

Anion exchange TLC (thin-layer chromatography) plates (CeDlulose MN 300 

polyethyleneimine impregnated Catalog No. 801053) were purchased from Bodman, 

Aston Pennsylvania. Phosphoric acid was purchased from Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, 
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New Jersey. Fmoc-L-2-naphthylalanine and Fmoc-D-tyrosine were purchased from 

Advanced Chem.Tech., Louisville, Kentucky. Fmoc-aminobenzoic acid and Fmoc-D-2-

naphthylalanine were obtained from Neosystem laboratoire, France. 

Random heptapeptide library synthesis. 

A random synthetic combinatorial heptapeptide honuy (19L) was synthesized by a 

"split synthesis approach" as previously decnoed (Lam et. al., 1991; Furka et. al., 1991; 

Lam and Lebl, 1992; 1994). Polyethylene glycol grafted polystyrene beads or TentaGe! 

beads with a substitution of 0.25 mmoVg and diameter of 90 J.UD. were chosen as solid

phase support. A standard solid-phase peptide synthesis method with Fmoc 

( fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl) chemistry was used to synthesize the peptide horaries 

(Steward and Young, 1984; Atherton and Sheppard, 1989). Nineteen natural L-amino 

acids were used except for cysteine, to aviod intramolecular cyclization or intermolecular 

disulfide formation. The resin beads were first divided into 19 aliquots and each reacted 

with a single Fmoc-amino acid. Coupling was initiated by the addition of three-fold molar 

excess of BOP [benzotriazol-yl-oxy-tris-( dimethylamino )-phosphonium 

hexafluorophosphate], HOBt (9-hydroxybenzotriazole) and DIEA (N,N-

diisopropylethylamine. The coupling reactions were driven to completion with three-fold 

molar excess of Fmoc-amino acids and monitored by the standard ninhydrin test. 

Subsequently the aliquots were washed, then mixed thoroughly, washed, deprotected by 

20% piperidine, washed, and divided into 19 aliquots again for the next cycle of coupling. 

After seven cycles of "split synthesis" were completed, the side-chain protecting groups 

were removed by mixture K (82.5% trifluoroacetic acid, 5% water, 5% anisole, 5% p

cresol, 2.5% ethanedithiol). The resin beads were than washed and stored in 0.01% HCl 

Random heptapetide library screening. 
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A fraction of the random heptapeptide h'brary (about 500,000 peptide-beads) was 

screened for substrates of human p60o.rrr PTK (human recombinant c--Src purified from a 

baculovims clone expressed in SF9 insect cells) by a method as descnoed previously using 

[y-32P]ATP as a tracer to detect phosphorylated peptides on beads (Wu ~ al, 1994; Lam 

and Wu, 1994). Briefly, solid-phase peptide phosphorylation assay was performed in the 

MES buffer (pH 6.8) containing 30 mM MES (2-[N-moxpholino]ethanesulfonic acid), 10 

mM magnesium chloride, and 0.4 mg/ml BSA (bovine serum albumin). The beads from 

the heptapeptide h'brary were washed five times with the MES buffer before screening. 

The peptide h'brary screening was conducted in the MES buffer containing 30 units p60o-rn: 

PTK, 0.1 11M [y-32P]ATP and approximately 500,000 peptide-beads. After incubation at 

room temperature for 2 h with gentle shaking, the beads were washed 6-l 0 times with 

Buffer A (0.68 M NaC~ 13 mM KCI, 40 mM NazHP04, 7 mM ~P04, PH 1 with 0.1% 

Tween 20). The thoroughly washed h'brary beads were suspended in 1% agarose solution 

at 70-75°C and carefully poured onto 16 X 18 em glass plates and air-dried overnight at 

room temperature. Glogos™ II autoradiogram markers were taped on each comer of 

dried agarose plate prior to exposure in order to be able to later align the immoblilzed 

beads with the autoradiogram. The immobilized beads on the plate were then exposed to 

an X-ray film (Kodak X-OMAT LS) for 20-30 h at room temperature and the film 

developed. The agarose gel with embedded beads corresponding the dark spots on the X

ray film was excised with a razor blade, swollen in double-distilled water and then 

carefully transferred to tube with 5 ml water. The agarose gel was dissolved in the water 

at 70-75°C and the beads washed 4-6 times with Buffer A in order to further decrease 

non-covalent labelling. The washed beads were then subjected to secondary screening as 

above. During the secondary screening, the beads were greatly diluted, and individual 

beads were relatively far away from each other, so that a single (32P]-labelled peptide-bead 

can be precisely localized and removed using a 25-gauge needle and micropipettor. The 
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beads were washed with water, transferred to a glass-fiber filter and inserted into a protein 

sequencer (model477A, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California) for peptide structure 

determination as descn'bed previously (Lam ~ aL, 1991; Lam and Lebl, 1994 ). 

Individual peptide synthesis on solid-phase. 

Solid-phase peptides were synthesized with Fmoc chemistry (Stewart and Young, 

1984; Atherton and Sheppard, 1989). It was performed manually in a reaction vessel made 

from polypropylene columns with a polyethylene fiit (2.2 x 8.5 em from Pierce Rockford, 

Illinois). The Tenta GelS resin already has a hydrophilic polyethylene glycol linker and a 

free amine, and is suitable for coupling. The Fmoc-protected amino acids and the coupling 

reagents BOP, HOBt, and DIEA were added to the TentaGel S resin in three-fold molar 

excess. Average coupling time at room temperature was 1 hour. Completion of coupling 

was confirmed with the ninhydrin test. The Fmoc group was deprotected with 20% 

piperidine (v/v) in dimethylformamide (one treatment for 5 min followed by another one 

for 15 min). The side-chain protecting groups were removed with trifluoroacetic 

acid/water (95:5 v/v). The beads were then neutralized with 10% N, N

diisopropylethylamine in dimethylformamide, washed with dimethylformamide, methanol, 

double-distilled water and stored in 0.01% HCl at 4°C. 

Peptide phosphorylation on solid phase 

About 100 peptide-beads were washed extensively (6x) with MES buffer (pH 6.8). 

The phosphorylation reaction was performed in 20 J,Ll MES buffer containing 1.5 units 

human p60o-rn: PTK, 0.1 f.lM [y-J2P]ATP (specificity activity 25 Cilmmole) and about 100 

peptide-beads. After 1.5 h hours of incubation at room temperature under gentle shaking, 

the beads were washed 6X with Buffer A These thoroughly washed (32P]-Iabelled beads 

were suspended in 1ml I% agrose solution (w/v) at 70-75°C, carefully poured onto a 
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section of a glass plate that had been divided into 3 x 5 em section with a wax pencial. and 

air dried overnight. The immobilized beads were then exposed to X-ray film for 24 hours 

and developed. The relative phosphorylation of the peptide-beads was semi-quantitated by 

eyes. 

Quantitation of peptide phosphorylation on solid-phase by the Phosphorlmager 

About 20 thoroughly washed (32P]-labelled beads were suspended in 1 ml 1% agarose 

solution (wlv) at 70-75°C and carefully poured onto a section of a glass plate that had 

been sectioned into 2 x 4 ems sections with a wax penca and air dried overnight. The 

immobilized beads were then exposed to the storage phosphor screen for 12 hour at room 

temperature. The exposed screen was then read by the 425S Phosphorlmager (Molecular 

Dynamics, Sunnyvale, California) and relative phosphorylation of the peptide-beads was 

quantitated. In order to compare the relative phosphorylation of each peptide from 

different experiments, control YIYGSFK-beads were included in each experiment. 

Relative phosphorylation of each peptide was calculated from the following equation: 

Total phosphorylation ojpeptide-beads I number of peptide-bead quantitated X 100% 
Total phosphorylation of YIYGSFK-beadslnumber of YIYGSFK-beads quantitated 

Synthesis of the secondary peptide library (XIYXXXX). 

The "split synthesis" method (Lam .et. al., 1991; Furka .et. al., 1991; Lam and Lebl, 

1992; 1994) was used in the synthesis of the secondary peptide hbrary as previously 

descnoed. In brie( TentaGe! Sand Fmoc chemistry were used (Stewart and Young, 1984; 

Atherton and Sheppard, 1989). TentaGe! S already has a polyoxyethylene linker and 

therefore no further linker is needed in the synthesis of peptide libraries. The resins were 

firist divided into 19 equal aliquots and four-fold excess of each Fmoc-protected amino 
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acid was added to each aliquot (all 19 eukaryotic amino acids except for cysteine were 

used). The coupling reaction was started by the addition of four molar excess of HOBt, 

BOP, and OlEA Coupling was continued for an hour. The ninhydrin test was used to 

evaluate the completion of the coupling reaction. The resins were then mixed, thoroughly 

washed, and the N-a Fmoc group was removed with 20% piperidine in 

dimethylformamide (vlv), washed, and ready for another coupling cycle. After four 

additional cycles of split synthesis coupling with 19 amino acids, the resins were pooled, 

deprotected, and coupled with Fmoc-Tyr alone without any resin splitting. Similarly, 

Fmoc-De alone were added at the sixth coupling cycle. For the seventh and last cycle of 

coupling, the resins were again split into 19 aliquots and coupled with all the 19 amino 

acids as descn"bed above. After all the couplings were completed, the N-a Fmoc group 

was removed with 20% piperidine in dimethylformamide (vlv) and side chain protected 

groups were then removed with a mixture of trifluoroacetic 

acid/phenoVanisole/ethanedithiol (94/2/2/2; v/wlv/v). The resin beads were then washed 

thoroughly with dimethylformamide and stored in 0.01% HCL 

Screening of the secondary peptide library (XIYXXXX) 

About 1 million peptide-beads from the secondary peptide h"brary (XIYXXXX) were 

screened for substrates of human p60c-.rn: PTK according to the method descn"bed above 

using [y-32P]ATP as a tracer to detect phosphorylated peptides on beads. In brief: the 

secondary peptide h"brary was washed throughly with MES buffer (pH 6.8), and then 

incubated in 2 ml MES buffer containing 60 units p60c-.rn:, O.lJ.LM [y32P]ATP as previously 

descn"bed. After incubation at room temperature for 2 hours with gentle shaking, the beads 

were washed 3 times with 1M HCI, then treated with 1M HCI at 100°C for 15 min to 

hydrolyze the ATP and to eliminate any non-covalent labelling. Following 1M HCl 

treatment, the beads were washed 3 times with buffer A (pH 1 ). The thoroughly washed 
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horary beads were then suspended in 1% agarose solution at 70-75°C and carefully poured 

onto glass plates (16 X 18 em) and air-dried overnight at room temperature. The 

immobilized beads on the plate were then exposed to an X-ray film for 20-30 hours at 

room temperature and the film developed. The agarose gel with embedded beads 

corresponding the dark spots on the X-ray film was excised with a razor blade, swollen in 

double-distilled water and then carefully transferred to a tube with 5ml water. The agarose 

gel was dissolved in water at 70-75°C and the beads treated with 1M HCl again and 

washed with buffer A in order to further decrease noncovalent labelling, then subjected to 

secondary screen as descnoed before. 

Screening of more secondary peptide Hbrary (XIYXXXX) 

About 2 million peptide-beads from a secondary peptide library (XIYXXXX) were 

screened for substrates of human p6oc-.rrc PTK according to the method described above 

using [y32P]ATP as a tracer to detect phosphorylated peptides on beads. In brief: the 

peptide horary was washed througbly with theMES buffer (pH 6.8), and then incubated in 

4 ml MES buffer with 60 units p60c-.rrc PTK, and 0.1 f,lM [y-32p]ATP at room temperature 

overnight with gentle shaking. After incubatio~ the beads were washed throughly, heated 

with 1 M HCI, suspended in molten 1% agarose solution, and plated on glass plates. The 

immobilized beads were then air-dried and exposed to an X-ray film as previously 

descnoed. Autoradiography was used to localize the p:zP]-labelled beads. The beads 

corresponding to the autoradiographic spots were removed and subjected to secondary 

screen as descnoed before. With this dilutio~ single P2P]-labelled beads were isolated for 

micro sequencing. 

Linear peptide synthesis in solution 
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All carboxyl amide peptides were synthesized with Fmoc chemistry (Stewart and 

Young, !984; Atherton and Sheppard, 1989) and Rink resin (0.3 mmoJ/g). Fmoc

protected amino acids and the coupling reagents BOP, HOBt, and OlEA were added to 

the Rink resin in three-fold molar excess. Average coupling time at room temperature was 

1 hour. Completion of coupling was confirmed with the ninhydrin test. The Fmoc group 

was deprotected with 20% piperidine (vlv) in dimethylformamide (one treatment for 5 min 

followed by another one for 15 min). The completed peptides were cleaved from the resin 

by trifluoroacetic acid/water (95:5 vlv) for 1 hour at room temperature. The cleaved 

peptides were precipitated by methyl t-butyl ether, washed and lyophilized. The crude 

peptides were then purified by reverse-phase HPLC (Protein and peptide Cts column, 

Vydac ). The purity of the peptides was assessed by analytical reversed-phase HPLC, and 

was determined to be >98% pure. Mass spectrometry analysis (LC/MS/MS system, model 

API III, Perkin-Elmer Sciex Instruments Thomhill, Ontario, Canada) was employed to 

confirm the molecular weights of the desired peptides. 

Branched peptide synthesis in solution 

Synthesis of the branched peptides was performed by Fmoc chemistry as descnoed 

above except that Fmoc-L-Lys(alloc)-OH was used at the branched point and N-terminal 

amino acids (Tyr and De) were Boc (butyloxycarbonyl)-protected. After completion of the 

synthesis of the main structure, the alloc group of the lysine was removed from Fmoc-L

Lys(alloc)-OH by adding 6.5 ml dimethylformamidelacetonitrile/N-methyl-morpholine 

(10:2:1, v:v:v) with N2 bubbling for 15 min, followed by adding 150 mg 

tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)-palladium per 0.1 g resin with N2 bubbling for 5 min, then 

shaking for about 4 hours. The resin was then washed with dimethylformamide ( 1 OX), 

dichloromethane (lOX), and dimethylformamide 10(X) again. After the synthesis of the 

branched structure was completed, the resin was treated with trifluoroacetic 
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acidlethanedithiol (95:5, vlv) for 2 hours to remove the side--chain and N-terminal 

protecting groups and to cleave the completed peptides from the resin. The cleaved 

peptides were precipitated by methyl t-butyl ether, washed, lyophilized, and purified as 

descn'bed above. 

To develop a protein kinase assay system for both acidic and basic peptides 

The phosphorylation assay was performed at 25°C in a final volume of 20 ~ MES 

buffer (pH 6.8) containing 0.6 units human p6oc.rrc ~ 10 J.1M [y-32P]ATP (specific 

activity 25 Ci!mmole ), and 50 J.1M peptide substrates. The reactions were initiated with the 

addition of p60c.rrc PTK. Reactions were allowed to proceed for 30 min and were then 

stopped with 20 J,1l of molybdate acid (27 mM {NH4 )6M07024.4H20 in 1.2 M H2S04) 

according to Budde et al. (Budde~ al., 1992) or with 20 J,1l of 150 mM phosphoric acid. 

The terminated reaction mixtures ( 5 ~) were then spotted onto the anion exchange TLC 

(thin-layer chromatography) plates which had previously been soaked with 0.5 M NaCl for 

about 5 min, and rinsed with water. The loaded TLC plates were air-dried for about 10 

min. Chromatography was performed using either 1 M LiCl (Budde~ al., 1992) or 15 

mM phosphoric acid with 0.25 M NaCl as the mobile phase. The dried TLC plates were 

then exposed to X-ray film for 2 hours, and developed. (32P]-labelled compounds were 

identified by autoradiography. 

Kinetic study to determine peptide's Km and Vmax 

The phosphorylation assay was performed at 25°C in a final volume of 20 ~ :MES 

buffer (pH 6.8). The concentration of [y-32P]ATP {specific activity 2.5 Ci!mmol) was 10 

J,LM. The concentration of human p60o-Q'C PTK was 0.6 units in :MES buffer. The 

concentration of the peptide substrates was ranged from 8 to 2400 J,LM. The reactions 

were started with the addition of p60o-src PTK. Reactions were allowed to proceed for 10 
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min and were then terminated by adding an equal volume of 150 mM phosphoric acid. The 

stopped reaction mixtures (5 J.LL) were then spotted onto the anion exchange TLC plates, 

and dried. Chromatography was performed using 15 mM phosphoric acid with 0.25 M 

NaCl as the mobile phase for about 10 min. The dried TLC plates were then exposed to 

X -ray films for 2-10 h. The films were developed and used to localize phosphopeptides on 

the TLC plates. The spots on the TLC plates which contained the phosphopeptides were 

cut and counted by a liquid scintillation analyzer (model 1500, Packard Instrument Co., 

Downer Grove, Dlinois ). 

Kinetic data analysis 

Initial rates of phosphorylation were measured, and the data were analyzed using the 

Michaelis-Menton equation. The maximal velocities (Vmax) and Michaelis constants (Km) 

for peptides were estimated by the GraFit computer program (Erithacus Software Ltd., 

Staines, UK). The standard errors were calculated by this program. 

Phosphorylation assays to determine ICso and Ki values of pseudosubstrate-base 

peptide inhibitors 

All the phosphorylation assays were performed at 25°C in a final volume of 20 J.L} 

MES buffer (pH 6.8 ) containing a specific PTK, 10 J,LM [y-J2P]ATP (specific activity 25 

Cilmmole ), a specific peptide substrate with or without an inhibitor. The concentrations of 

PTKs used were as follows: 30 units/ml for p60o-.rrc PTK (900,000 units/mg), 90 units/ml 

for Lyn (6157 units/mg), and 90 units/ml for Lck (2500 units/mg). The reactions were 

initiated with the addition of a P1K Reactions were allowed to proceed for 10 min and 

were then stopped with 20 J.L} of 150 mM phosphoric acid. The terminated reaction 

mixtures (5 ~) were then spotted onto the anion-exchange TLC plates which had 

previously been soaked with 0.5 M NaCl for about 5 min and rinsed with double-distilled 
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water. The loaded TLC plates were air-dried for about 10 min. Chromatography was 

performed using 15 mM phosphoric acid and 0.25 M NaCI as the mobile phase for about 

15 min at room temperature to separate l32P]-phosphopeptides from free [y-32P] ATP and 

other l32P]-labeled components such as 32P-pyrophosphate (Lou .et al., 1996). The dried 

lLC plates were then exposed to the storage phosphor screen for 1 hour at room 

temperature. The exposed screen was read by the 425S Phosphorlmager and the spots 

corresponding to the phosphopeptides were quantitated. For the background correction, 

[y-32P] ATP and a protein tyrosine kinase were mixed together in the absence of any 

peptide substrate and incubated under the same conditions as descnoed above. 

ICso and Ki Analysis 

The IC50 and ~ values were estimated by a nonlinear regression data analysis of the 

GraFit computer program too. The standard errors were calculated by this program. 

Project (D) 

Materials 

CeU lines. 

Murine B cell lymphoma cell lines WEID-231 and WEHI-279, both with surface 

IgMK are available from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). These cells were 

maintained with DMEM medium and supplemented with I 0% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM 

glutamine, 50 ~ 2-mercaptoethano~ 50 units/ml penicillin, and 50 mg!ml streptomycin at 

37°C in a humidified 6% C02 atmosphere. 

Reagents. 

Goat anti-mouse IgM (J.L-chain apecific) antJ.oody was purchased from Jackson 

ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc., West Grove, Pennsylvania. Monoclonal anti-
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phosphotyrosine anboody was obtained from Upstate Biotechnology Incorporate~ Lake 

Placi~ New York. Monoclonal anti-mouse lgG conjugated horseradish peroxidase was 

obtained from Bio-Ra~ Hercules, California. Enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) 

reagents were purchased from Amersham, Arlington Heights, Dlinois. LPS, Biotin

maleimide, and Avidin were from Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri Fmoc-protected ~amino 

acids, Fmoc-protected D-amino acids, TFA, Piperidine, BOP, HOBt, DIEA, and Rink 

resin were obtained from Advanced ChemTech, Louisville, Kentucky. TentaGe! S resin 

was obtained from Rapp Polymere, Tubingen, Germany. 

Synthesis of the peptides on TentaGel S resins. 

The wGeyidvkG-beads for WEHI-231 and LRWFERETNV-beads for WEHI-279 

were resynthesized for signal transduction study. Standard solid-phase peptide synthesis 

with Fmoc chemistry (Atherton and Sheppar~ 1989) was used in the synthesis. Peptides 

synthesis was performed manually with a reaction vessel made from polypropylene 

columns with a polyethylene frit (8 x 1.6 em, from Pierce, Rockfhr~ Illinois). TentaGe! S 

resins were used. The Fmoc-protected amino acids and the coupling reagents BOP, HOBt, 

and OlEA were added to the TentaGe! S resins in three-fold molar excess with an average 

coupling time of 1 hour. Reaction completion was confirmed with the ninhydrin test. The 

Fmoc group was deprotected with 20% piperidine in dimethylformamide (one treatment 

for 5 min followed by another one for 15 min). The side-chain protecting groups were 

removed by trifluoroacetic acid/phenol/ethanedithiol/anisole (94:2:2:2 v/wlvlv). The beads 

were then neutralized with 10% OlEA in dimethylformamide, washed with 

dimethylformamide, methanol, double-distilled water and stored in 0.01% HCI at 4°C. 

Synthesis, biotinylation, and polymerization of wGeyidvk. 
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The carboxylamide peptide wGeyidvk with a linker GGGCG (wGeyidvkGGGCG) 

was sythesized in a semi-automatic peptide synthesizer using Fmoc-chemistry. Rink resin 

with a substitution of0.4 mmoVg was used. The coup1in& deprotection of theN-a Fmoc 

group, and side-chain protecting groups as well as cleavage of the peptide off the resins 

were the same as descnoed above. The cleaved peptides were precipitated in cold methyl 

t-butyl ether, washed four times with methyl t-butyl ether, and lyophilized. The crude 

peptides were then purified by reverse phase column HPLC (Protein and peptide Cts 

co~ Vydac, Hesperia, California) and the purity of the peptides was assessed by 

analytical reverse phase HPLC. Mass spectrometry analysis was employed to confirm the 

molecular weights of the desired peptides. 

Equal amount of a specific peptide and Biotin-maleimide were co-dissolved in 2.5 ml 

acetonitrile by sonication in an ice-water bath. The solution was diluted with 5. 4 ml 

sodium phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 6.5), and incubated at 4°C overnight. The 

biotinylated peptide was then purified with HPLC. This peptide was lyophilized, and 

analyzed with Mass Spectroscopy. To form tetramers, avidin and biotinylated peptide 

monomers were mixed in molar ratio of 1 : 4 overnight at 4 oc prior to cell studies. 

Protein tyrosine phosphorylation in bound WEID-231 and WEHI-279 cells. 

WEID-231 cells and WEID-279 cells were mixed on a shaker with wGeyidvk-beads 

and LRWFERETNV-beads respectively for 10 min at 37°C in 2 ml complete culture 

medium. Subsequenttly, the cells bound to beads were separated from the free cells by 

gravity. The bound cells were then stripped from the peptide-bead and lysed with non

ionic detergent, and the free cells were also lysed with the same buffer. The cell lysate was 

then mixed with 2X SDS gel sample buffer and resolved on SDS polyacylamide gel 

electrophoresis. Western blot was then performed. Protein tyrosine phosphorylation was 

detected with an anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (see below in detail). 
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Effect of solution-phase idiotype-specific peptides on tyrosine phosphorylation. 

WEHI-231 and WEHI-279 (4 x 106) cells were suspended in growth medium (2 ml) 

supplemented with 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) and incubated 10 min at 37°C before 

addition of tetrameric biotinylated-peptide-avidin complex. The cells were treated with 1 

J,LM or 10 J,LM tetrameric peptides for 10 min, Goat anti-mouse-J,L-chain antibody (5 J.Lg/ml) 

was used as the positive control The reactions were stopped with ice-cold PBS containing 

1 mM sodium orthovanadate (NaJ V04, 8 ml). The cells were then washed twice with ice

cold PBS containing 1mM sodium orthovanadate, and lysed in 0.15 mllysis buffer (20 

mM Tris-HC~ 137 mM NaC~ 10% glycero~ 1% Triton X-100, 1 mM NaJV04, 2 mM 

EDTA, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 20 J,LM leupeptin, 0.15 U/ml aprotinin, pH 

8.0) for 10 min on ice. The lysate was centrifuged at 10,000 x gat 4°C for 20 min and the 

Triton X-100-soluble supernatant was collected. Ten J,Ll supernatants were mixed with an 

equal volume of2 x-SDS-PAGE sample buffer, boiled at l00°C for 2 • and separated 

on 12% SDSIPAGE gel The proteins on the gel were transferred to a nitrocellulose 

membrane in transfer buffer composed of 25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 20% methanol 

(pH 8.3) at 4°C for 3 hours. The blot was incubated for 0.5 hour at 25°C with PBS pH 7.4 

containing 3% skim milk for blocking non-specific binding sites. The blot was incubated 2 

hour at 25°C with monoclonal anti-phosphotyrosine antibody diluted to 1J,Lg/ml in 3% 

skim milk/PBS, and washed 4x with TBSW (910 mM tris-base, 150 mM NaCl plus 0.05% 

Tween-20 pH 8). The blot was incubated at 25°C with goat anti-mouse lgG conjugated 

horseradish peroxidase (HRP 1:2000 dilution in TBSW) for 60 • and washed 3x (5 min 

each) with TBSW. The blot was soaked in the enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) 

reagents for 1 min, and exposed to an X-ray film for 20 seconds to 5 min, and the films 

were developed. 



Chapter 3 

IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A NOVEL PEPTIDE 

SUBSTRATE SPECIFIC FOR HUMAN p60CSRC PROTEIN TYROSINE KINASE 

Introduction 
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Protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) play an important role in signal transduction for a 

broad spectmm of cellular activities, including the activition of secretory events, T -cell 

and B-cell activition, responses to extracellular stimuli, differentiation, mitogenesis and 

oncogenesis (Fantl d. al, 1993; Chan d. al, 1994; Mustelin and Bum, 1993). PTKs fall 

into three categories: (i) membrane receptor-linked PTKs such as epidermal growth factor 

receptor (EGFR) and insulin receptor; (ii) non-receptor-linked, cylosolic PTKs such as 

Abl, Fes and Weel; and (iii) non-receptor-linked, membrane-associated PTKs such as Src

fiunily PTKs. To date, nine members of the Src-family PTKs, including Src, Lyn, Fyn, 

Lck, Blk, Yes, Hck, Fgr and Yrk have been identified (Re~ 1994; Cooper and Howell, 

1993). The Src family kinases share a general common organization: an Nib-terminal 

myristoyl group which is associated with ceBular membrane, followed by a non

homologous region (unique of specific domain), two regulatory regions (SH2 and SID), 

and the conserved catalytic domain (SHl) and a COOH-terminal regulatory region 

involved in modulating the enzyme activity (Courtneidge, 1994; Cooper and Howell, 

1993). Although the Src-family PTKs are thought to play a role in the signal transduction 

pathways, the physiological substrates for many of these kinases are not well known. 

Generally, two strategies have been employed for identifying subtrates for PTKs: (i) 

Genetic analysis of PTKs using transformation-defective and enzymatically active variant 

PTKs to correlate the phosphorylation of certain cellular proteins with transformed 

phenotype; and (ii) antibodies for identifying spectific phosphotyrosine-containing proteins 
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(Schaller .etal, 1993). However, to date few substrates for the Src PTKs have been found 

and no definitive substrate motifhas been identified. 

Synthetic peptides derived from p6Qo.src autophosphorylation site and angiotensin are 

indiscriminately phosphorylated by the Src PTK, Sr<rfamily and non-Src-family PTKs 

(Cheng .et al.., 1993). The observation has led to the general belief that protein tyrosine 

kinases are highly promiscuous, displaying little in vitro site specificity. More recently, a 

peptide derived from p34c:dc2, cdc2(6-20), with the amino acid sequence of 

KVEKIGEG'IY*GVVYK (*indicates Tyr-15 ofp34c:dc2 is the phosphorylation site), was 

reported to be a specific and efficient substrate for the Src PTKs (Litwin .et al, 1991; 

Cheng .et al, 1991; 1992). However, cdc2(6-20) peptide is also a substrate for Src-fiunily 

PTK and human Wee1 kinase which is a non-Src-family PTK (McGowen and Russea 

1993). Wee1 kinase can inactivate p34c:dc2 kinase by phosphorylating Tyr-15 (McGowen 

and Russell, 1993; Parker .et al, 1992). In order to understand the physiological function 

and regulation of these PTKs, it is therefore important to identify specific and efficient 

substrates for the PTI<s. 

In the last few years, random combinatorial peptide h'brary methods have been proven 

to be useful tools in the identification of peptide ligands for macromolecular targets 

(Geysen .et al, 1986; Houghten .et al, 1991; Scott and Smith, 1990; Cwirla .et al, 1990; 

Devlin .et al, 1990; Lam .et al, 1991). In this study, a synthetic combinatorial peptide 

horary method developed in our laboratory has been employed to identify synthetic 

peptide substrates for the human p60o-.rrc PTK 

Results 

Screening of a random heptapeptide library 

A fraction of the random heptapeptide h'brary (approximately 500,000 peptide-beads) 

was screened for substrates of p6Qc-.rrc PTK Figure 3 shows the representative 
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Figure 3. Primary screening of a random synthetic heptapeptide h"brary. The heptapeptide 

h"brary containing approximately 500,000 beads was incubated with 30 units p60<N"rc PTK 

and 0.1 f,1M [y-32P]ATP at room temperature for 2 hours and washed. The beads were 

immobilized in 1% agarose and exposed to an X-ray film A few of extremely dark spots 

were found on the autoradiogram Some less dark spots were also observed. 
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autoradiogram of the primary screening of this random synthetic heptapeptide horary, and 

many dark spots which were significantly different from the background were detected on 

the autoradiogram. These dark spots were collected and subjected to secondary screening 

to isolate p2P]-Iabelled beads from surrounding unlabeled beads. After the secondary 

screening, two P2P]-Iabelled beads were detected on the autoradiogram (Figure 4 ). These 

two beads were relatively far away from other beads and easily localized and extracted for 

sequence determination. The amino acid sequences of the two peptide beads were 

YIYGSFK and KHPKQKE, respectively. 

Solid-phase phosphorylation of YIYGSFK 

The YIYGSFK was resynthesized and phosphorylation on solid-phase by p6Qo-.rrc PTK 

was performed. Figure 5 shows a representative autoradiogram of the time course of 

phosphorylation ofYIYGSFK on solid-phase. The YIYGSFK-beads were incubated with 

[y-32P]ATP and p6Qo-.rrc PTK. The reaction was stopped with an equal volume of 50% 

acetic acid at various times. Panels a and b represent duplicate experiments. The 

autoradiogram demonstrates that the signal intensity was time-dependent. The solid-phase 

phosphorylation of YIYGSFK was confirmed. The two arrows in Figure 5 indicate 

artifacts due to P2P]-impregnated contaminating particles, which could easily be identified 

by dissecting stereomicroscopy. Labeling ofKHPKQKE peptide-bead, on the other hand, 

was due to the physical interaction between [y-32P]ATP and this highly basic peptide, 

since this peptide had no tyrosines. In addition, phosphorylation of YIYGSFK on solid 

phase was also compared with the phosphorylation of two synthetic peptides derived from 

cellular proteins: cdc2(6-20) with the amino acid sequence of KVEKIGEG1YGVVYK 

from p34alc2 and EDNEYV ARQG from Src protein autophosphorylation site. Significant 

phosphorylation by p6()o-sn: was observed with YIYGSFK and relatively weak 

phosphorylation was found for cdc2(6-20) (Figure 6). No detectable phosphorylation was 
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• 

• 

Figure 4. A representative of the secondary screening of the random synthetic 

heptapeptide Iibruy. The selected agarose gels from the primary screening were melt, 

washed, immobilized and exposed to an X·ray film again. Two (32P]-labelled peptide

beads were observed and isolated for microsequencing. 
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Figure 5. Autoradiogram of time course of phosphorylation ofYNGSFK by p6Qo-src PTK 

on solid-phase. The YNGSFK-beads were incubated with 1.5 units p60o-src PTK and 0.1 

J,tM [y-32P]ATP at ronn temperature at various time. The YNGSFK-beads were washed 

and immobilized in 1% agrose on glass plates and exposed to an X-ray film. (a) and (b) are 

duplicate expennents. The two arrows point to the artifacts as a result of [32P]

impregnated contaminated particulate matters or large bead aggregates, which were 

identified by dissecting stereomicroscopy. 
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Figure 6. Autoradiogram showing solid-phase phosphorylation ofYNGSFK, cdc2(6-20), 

and EDNEYV ARQG (the Src autophosphorylation sequence) by p6Qc-.Yrc PTK. The 

peptide-beads were incubated with p6Qc-.Yrc PTK (1.5 units) and [y-32P]ATP (0.1 J.!M) at 

room temperature for 1.5 h. The peptide-beads were then washed and immobilized in 1 % 

agrose on glass plates and exposed to an X-ray film Two weakly positive spots for 

EDNEYV ARQG (lower panel) were due to the artifact from (32P]-impregnated 

particulate matter obsetVed under the stereomicroscope. 
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observed with EDNEYV ARQG, suggesting YIYGSFK as a superior substrate for p6Qc.rrr 

PTK on solid phase. 

Discussion 

Protein-tyrosine kinase has received considerable attention in the last decade as one of 

the major enzymes involved in signal transduction and has been implicated in both growth 

factor and oncogene product action (Fantl.et al, 1993; Heidecker .d. al., 1992; Davies .d. 

al, 1992). Many of the protein tyrosine kinase can undergo autophosphorylation. The site 

of tyrosine phosphorylation by protein tyrosine kinase has been recently reviewed 

(Pearson and Kemp, 1991 ). Unlike many of the serine/threonine kinases where the 

substrate motifs are known, specific motif has yet to be identified for various tyrosine 

kinases. Synthetic peptides based on the primary sequence of the limited number of 

known protein substrates had been synthesized and found to be rather inefficient 

substrates for tyrosine kinase (Kemp and Pearson, 1991 ). In this study, the Selectide 

process was applied to discover peptide substrates for the tyrosine kinase system. Several 

important questions can potentially be answered through such studies: (i) Is there a 

consensus motif for a specific protein tyrosine kinase ? (ii) If yes, what is the motif ? (iii) 

With computer search of the GeneBank, is it possible to identify proteins that contain such 

a motif? (iv) Can these putative protein substrates be phosphorylated in vitro and in vivo 

? and (v) Based on the substrate motH: can we design potent inhibitors for specific protein 

tyrosine kinases ? 

In this chapter, using a random "one-bead one-compound" combinatorial peptide 

horary method, a novel peptide, YIYGSFK, was identified as a substrate for p6Qc-.rrr 

protein tyrosine kinase. Phosphorylation ofYIYGSFK on solid-phase was much stronger 

than the cdc2(6-20) peptide derived from p34ak:2, which had been reported to be a specific 
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and efficient substrate for the Src ~ suggesting YIYGSFK is a better substrate for 

p6()o-.s~ PTK on solid phase. 

When the GCG:SWISSPROT data base was searched, several proteins with an amino 

acid sequence similar to YNGSFK were identified, e.g. YIYSSFK from E. coli DNA

binding protein, YIYVYPK from herpes virus DNA-binding protein, YIYWHGR from 

IDV-2 envelope protein, YIYKVLK from sea urchin histone, YIYSHCR from human 70 

kD peroxisomal membrane protein and YIYGYHR from human adenovirus type 5 DNA 

terminal protein. Work will be done to determine if any of these proteins are natural 

substrates for p6oo-.s~ PTK. 

Although the random combinatorial peptide horary approach is a powerful tool to 

discover efficient peptide substrates for protein kinases (Wu .e1 al, 1994; Songyang .e1 al., 

1994 ), this method assumes that PTKs recognize linear motifs instead of conformational 

motifs (or discontinuous epitopes). This is certainly true for many serine/threonine kinases 

(Kemp and Pearson, 1990; Kennelly and Krebs, 1991), but remains to be proven for 

PTKs. YIYGSFK was the only true positive peptide identified after screening a limited 

random heptapeptide horary (500,000 beads). It is conceivable that we may be able to 

discover more efficient substrates if a larger horary and/or a longer library such as a 

decapeptide horary is screened. However, it would be impractical to have every single 

species of a decapeptide horary ( 10 19) represented in the screening. From our experience, 

the number of contact residues important in molecular recognition is usually between 3 to 

5, therefore the peptide motifs of heptapeptide horary can still be identified even if only 

one to five million beads are screened. In order to determine the critical residues required 

for YIYGSFK interaction with the enzyme active site, we performed extensive structure

activity relationship (SAR) studies on YIYGSFK (next chapter). 

In addition to the discovery of the linear motifs of natural substrates, we may also use 

this combinatorial chemical horary approach to discover unnatural substrates for PTKs. 
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We could incorporate unnatural amino acids or even non-peptide moieties into our 

chemical horaries (Lebl et. aL, 1994; Nikolaiev et. aL, 1993 ). Information gained from such 

studies, in conjugation with computational methods, will be invaluable for the design of 

potent and specific PTK inhibitors for therapeutic use. Ligands isolated from such non

peptide small organic horaries are likely to be able to cross cell membranes and reach their 

intracellular targets. Such studies are underway in our laboratory to identify nonpeptide 

lead compounds. 
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Chapter 4 

STRUCTURE-ACTIVI1Y RELATIONSHIP OF A NOVEL PEPTIDE SUBSTRATE 

FOR HUMAN p60CSRC PROTEIN 1YROSINE KINASE 

Introduction 

c-src, the normal cellular homologue of the Rous sarcoma virus oncogene (v-src), 

encodes the p60o-.src protein tyrosine kinase (PTK) that catalyzes the phosphorylation of 

proteins on tyrosine residues (Hunter and Cooper, 1985; Bamekow, 1989; Rudd et. al, 

1993 ). p60o-.src PTK is found in most normal tissues in humans. With the exception of 

platelets (Golden et. al., 1986) and neurons (Cartwright et. al., 1988), its level and activity 

are rather low. However, its activity is markedly increased in several human tumors 

(Fanning et. al., 1992; Talamonti et. al., 1993; Lynch~ al., 1993). One of the major thrusts 

of PTK research is to identifY and characterize the physiological substrates for these 

enzymes (Schaller et. al, 1993 ). 

In previous chapter, I applied the synthetic combinatorial peptide hl>rary to identify 

the peptide substrates for p60o-.src PTK (Lam et. al., 1995). After screening a limited 

heptapeptide hl>rary (500,000 beads), a peptide YIYGSFK was identified. Phosphorylation 

ofYIYGSFK on solid-phase was much stronger than that of cdc2(6-20) peptide derived 

from p34c:dc2, which had been reported to be a specific and efficient substrate for p60c-.rrc 

PTK (Litwin et. al., 1991; Cheng et. al, 1991; 1992), suggesting YIYGSFK is a better 

substrate for p60c-.rrc PTK. In this chapter, I report on the design and synthesis of more 

than 70 analogues ofYIYGSFK and their structure-activity relationships (SARs) for p60c

.rrc PTK specificity. 

Results 
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Figure 7 A shows a representative 'Phosphorlmage' of the time course of 

phosphorylation ofYIYGSFK on solid phase. The YIYGSFK-beads were incubated with 

[y-J2P]ATP and p6Qo.rn: PTK. The reaction was terminated with equal volume of 50% 

acetic acid at various times. Panels (a), (b), and (c) represent triplicate experiments. The 

''Phosphorlmage" demonstrates that signal intensity was time-dependent. Figure 7B shows 

the quantitative analysis of phosphorylation of YIYGSFK on solid phase by the 

Phosphorlmager expressed in pixels/bead. Under the condition studied, phosphorylation 

rates of YIYGSFK were constant for more than 120 min. We arbitarily assigned the 

quantitation ofYIYGSFKphosphorylation on solid phase at 120 min a value of 100%. In 

all subsequent experiments, YIYGSFK-beads were included as an internal standard. In 

some experiments, occassional strongly labelled spots were detected in a background of 

weakly or unlabelled beads (see the two arrows of Figure 7 A ). These strongly labelled 

spots were artifacts due to (32P]-impregnated contaminated particulate matter or large 

bead aggregates which could easily be visualized under the dissecting stereomicroscope. 

These artifactual spots were excluded from the quantitative analysis. 

Tables 4-6 summarize the structure-activity relationship data obtained for YIYGSFK 

analogues. Deletion analogues were synthesized and tested to determine the minimal 

sequence required for activity (Table 4). When Tyr1 was deleted, only 36% 

phosphorylation remained. When Tyri and lle2 wer both deleted, only 9% 

phosphorylation was detected. N-acetylation of IYGSFK, and YGSFK did not restore the 

activity. Any deletion from the carboxyl terminus rendered the peptide inactive. When the 

Gly4-Ser5 were substituted by f3-alanine-j3-alanine, 13-alanine, or e-aminocaproic acid, only 

23%, 16% or 22% phosphorylation was detected respectively. Replacing Gly4-sers with 

Pro did not result in phosphorylation. When the parent compound YIYGSFK was N

acetylated, there was a dramatic decrease in phosphorylation. 
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Figure 7. The time course of phosphorylation ofYIYGSFK on solid phase by p6oc-.rrc PTK. 

Figure 7 A. Representative 'Phosphor Images' of the time course of phosphorylation of 

YIYGSFK on solid phase. The reaction mixture without the enzyme was considered as 0 

min. (a), (b), and (c) are triplicate experiments. The two arrows point to the artifacts as a 

result of [32P]-impregnated contaminated particulate matters or large bead aggregates 

which were excluded from the quantitative analysis. See text for explanation. 
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Figure 7B. Quantitative analysis of the time course of phosphorylation of YIYGSFK

beads with p6()o-nr PTK using the Phosphorlmager, expressed in pixeWbead. About 20 

YIYGSFK-beads was quantitated in each of the time point. Triplicate experiments were 

performed with error bar indicating the standard deviation of the mean. The concentration 

of[y32p]ATP used was 0.1 JiM. 
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Table 4. Phosphorylation scale ofYIYGSFK analogues by p6Qo-.rn: PTK on solid-phase: 
Deletion analogues. 

Peptide Phosphorylation Scalea 

YIYGSFK 100 
IYGSFK 36 
YGSFK 9 

AcYIYGSFK 8 
AciYGSFK 9 
AcYGSFK 3 
YIYGSF 7 
YIYGS 2 
YIYG 2 
YIY 3 
YIYj3j3FK 23 
YIYI3FK 16 
YIYeFK 22 
YIYPFK 2 

aPhosphorylation was quantitated by Phosphorlmager. YIYGSFK=100%. 
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Table 5 and Table 6 summarize data obtained from analogues with single L-amino 

acid or D-amino acid substitution respectively. Tyr1 appeared to be critical for full activity. 

However, 65% activity still retained when L-Tyr was substituted by D-Tyr, suggesting 

stereospecificity was not crucial at this position. When Phe, Thr or Trp were used in 

position 1, 76%, 71%, and 41% activity were still retained. This suggests that Tyr1 was 

not the phosphorylation site. Replacing Tyr1 with Z-Tyr (benzyloxycarbonyl-L-tyrosine) 

or Z-Sar (benzyloxycarbonyl-sarcosine) resulted in 90% loss of activity. When Tyr1 was 

replaced by hydrophobic Ala and Cha (L-cyclohexylalanine); polar (Ser) or basic Dap (L

diaminoproprionic acid), Dab (L-diaminobutyric acid), Om (L-ornithine) amino acids, 8%-

30% activity remained. 

For position 2, a hydrophobic amino acid was critical for activity. When lle was 

replaced by Val and Leu, 90o/o-92% activity remained. However, only 12% activity was 

retained when Nle (L-norleucine) was used instead. Replacement with Chg (L

cyclohexylglycine) or Ala resulted in 71% or 79% reduction in activity. Less than 10% 

activity was observed when Lys, or Glu were used. When Del was replaced by its D

enantiomer, there was a 87% reduction in activity. 

Tyr3 was essential for activity. Substitution with Ala, Phe or D-Tyr at this position 

almost completely abolished activity, suggesting that TyrJ was the phosphorylation site. 

Gly4 appeared to be extremely important. Substitution with Ala and Ser resulted in 

about 66% and 64% reduction of activity. Interestingly, the activity decreased dramatically 

to 2% and 12% when D-Ala and N-methylated Gly were used. Replacement with 

hydrophobic (Leu), acidic (Asp), basic (Lys), or polar (Asn) residues was completely 

intolerable, as less than 7% activity remained. 

Sers is important but could be substituted by Thr or Ala, as replacement with Ala and 

Thr resulted in only about 10% loss of activity, and substitution by Val resulted in a 52% 

reduction in activity. However, about 60%-70% activity were lost when Ser was replaced 
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Table 5. Phosphorylation scale ofYIYGSFK analogues by p60o-.rrc PTK on solid-phase: 
Single !..-amino acid substitution. 

y I y G s F K 

Y=lOO 1=100 Y=IOO G=lOO S=IOO Y=175 K=lOO 

F=76 L=92 F=7 S=36 T=92 F=lOO Dab=86 

T=71 V=90 A=4 A=34 A=89 MeF=30 Om=82 

W=41 Chg=29 MeG=12 V=48 W=25 Dap=77 

S=30 A=21 K=7 G=40 Cha=22 R=26 

E=27 Nle=l2 N=6 Y=34 A=ll A=lO 

Cha=23 K=7 L=l K=33 H=7 H=5 

A=16 E=6 D=O N=30 D=l 

Om=15 D=l 

Dap=13 

Z-Sar=lO 

Z-Tyr=lO 

Dab=8 
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Table 6. Phosphorylation scale ofYIYGSFK analogues by p6oc-.rrr PTK on solid-phase: 
Single D-amino acid substitution. 

Phosphorylation Scale 

YIYGSFK 100 
~GSFK 65 
YiYGSFK 13 
Yly.GSFK 1 
YIYa.SFK 2 
YIYGtFK 9 
YIYGaFK 10 
YIYGtFK 12 
YIYGSfK 31 
YIYGSxJ( 46 
YIYGSFk 56 

aD-amino acids are denoted by lower case letters. 
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by~ Lys, Tyr, or Gly. Surprisingly, only about 10% activity was retained when D-Aia, 

D-Thr, or D-Ser was used. Replacement with Asp completely abolished the activity. 

An aromatic residue at position 6 appeared to be crucial Although 22o/o-46% activity 

was obtained with Cha, N-methylated Phe, Trp, D-Phe, or D-Tyr, full activity was 

observed only with the L-enantiomer of Phe. Replacement of Phe6 with Tyr resulted in 

75% increase in activity. Only about 10% activity was observed when Ala or His were 

used. 

A basic amino-group at the side chain of residue 7 is critical. The length of the side 

chain did not appear to be important and replacement of Lys with ornithine, 

diarninobutyric acid or diaminopropionic acid resulted in a loss of less than 23% activity. 

However, substitution with another basic amino acid Arg or His resulted in dramatic loss 

in activity. Replacement with Ala or an acidic amino acid Asp resulted in total loss of 

activity. 

Table 6 summarizes the results obtained for 10 diastereomeric peptides. It is evident 

that stereo-specificity is crucial at positions 2, 3, and 5 , and substitution at these positions 

with the corresponding D-enantiomer resulted in about 90% loss of activity. In contrast, 

replacement with D-amino acid at position 1, 6, and 7 was less critical, as more than 30% 

activity still remained. Although Gly is preferred at 

position 4, substitution with Ala resulted in approximately 66% loss in activity. Replacing 

it with D-Aia, on the other hand resulted in 98% loss of activity, again indicating the 

importance of stereo-specificity at this position. 

Discussion 

PTKs have received enormous attention as one major class of enzymes involved in 

signal transduction and have been strongly implicated in both growth factor and oncogene 

product action (Pawson, 1991; Fantl.et al., 1993). Unlike many serine/threonine kinases of 
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which the substrate motifs are known (Kemp andYearso~ 1990; 1991; Kennelly and 

Kreb, 1991 ), a specific motif has yet to be identified for PTKs. Synthetic peptides based 

on the primary sequence of the limited number of known protein substrates were 

inefficient substrates for PTK., with Km in the 0.5-10 mM range (Kemp and Pearso~ 

1991). A synthetic peptide cdc2(6-20) derived from p34alc2 was recently shown to be a 

more specific and efficient substrate for Src-family PTK (Cheng .et. al, 1991; 1992; Litwin 

.et. al, 1991 ). Very recently, using a combinatorial peptide horary method involving affinity 

selection of a horary of solution phosphopeptides, Songyang et al. were able to identify 

the peptide substrate motifs for several PTKs (Songyang .et. al, 1995). They incubated a 

biased random 15-mer peptide library, (where X = all 

eukaryoti amino acids except Trp, Cys, Tyr, Ser or Thr) with [y-32P]ATP and p60c-src 

PTK. After 2.5 hr at 25°C, the phospho-peptides were isolated by DEAE-Sephacel/ferric 

chelation column chromatography. The eluted peptides were subjected to concurrent 

microsequencing. Interestingly, many of the peptides identified were highly acidic and the 

motif identified for c-Src was EEIYGEFF. Using a different combinatorial horary method 

in which individual peptide beads were phosphorylated, isolated, and sequenced, We 

identified a somewhat different motif YIYGSFK. It is important to realize that YIYGSFK. 

can never be isolated from Songyang's biased 15-mer peptide library as Tyr and Ser were 

both excluded from their random residues, whereas all 19 eukaryotic amino acids except 

for Cys were included in every coupling cycle of our heptapeptide library. Although 4 of 

the 7-8 amino acids are identical ( __ IYG _ F _),the net charge of the peptides is very 

different. The EEIYGEFF peptide has three glutamic acid residues and therefore is highly 

acidic, whereas our peptide YIYGSFK, is slightly basic. In fact, a basic residue at position 

7 is crucial for activity. 

I synthesized over 70 analogues of YIYGSFK. and used the Phosphoimager to 

quantitate solid-phase phosphorylation of these compounds by p60o-.rrc PTK. There are 
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two tyrosine residues in this peptide: Tyri and TyrJ. The fact that 76%, 71%, 41% or 65% 

of activity was retained when Tyri was substituted by Phe, Thr, Trp or D-Tyr make it 

unlikely that Tyr1 is the phosphorylation site. In contrast, when Tyr3 was replaced by Ala, 

Phe, or D-Tyr, phosphorylation was almost completely abolished. This strongly suggests 

that TyrJ is the site of phosphorylation. This conclusion was further confirmed by mass 

spectrometry from our previous study (Lam .et al., 1995). When Phe6 was replaced by Tyr, 

there was a 75% increase in phosphorylation. Whether this is due to an increase in 

phosphorylation ofTyr3 or additional phosphorylation in Tyr6 is not clear at this time. 

Figure 8 summarizes conclusions obtained from SAR studies of more than 70 

analogues ofYIYGSFK. It is evident that the core 'IYGS' sequence, as indicated by the 

box (residues 2 to 5), is stereospecific and allows for only minor changes for full activity. 

Aromatic residues at position 1 and 6 are relatively important, but stereospecificity 

appears not as crucial. The absolute requirement of a primary amine side chain at the C

terminal residue is intriguing as the length of the side chain does not appear to be 

important there (Table 5). Furthermore, 56% activity is still retained when Lys7 is 

substituted by its D-enantiomer. However, a guanidium group (Arg) is not permissable at 

this position. 

Acidic amino acids located on the N-terminal side of the phosphorylation site have 

been suggested as important for substrate specificity of several PTKs (Hunter and Cooper, 

1985; Songyang .etal, 1995; Stadtmauer and Rosen, 1983). When Tyri ofYIYGSFK was 

replaced by Glu, phosphorylation was reduced to 27%, and when lle2 was replaced by 

Glu, activity was reduced to 6%. Furthermore, when one or more Glu were added to the 

N-terminus of YIYGSFK, phosphorylation dropped (eg. EYIYGSFK=29%, 

EEEEEEYIYGSFK=73%). 
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Figure 8. Summary of p6()o-n'c PTK substrate motif '*' represents site of phosphorylation, 

residues not in brackets disp1ay >SS% activity, residues in brackets exhibit 30-55% 

activity. Stereospecificity is crucial for residues 2-5 (enclosed by the box). See the text for 

an explanation. 
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For structure-activity relationship studies, ideally the peptides should be synthesized, 

purified, phosphorylation reactions carried out in solution-phase, and the rate of 

phosphorylation determined. However, it would take enormous effort to synthesize, purify 

and analyze the large number of peptides descn"bed in this paper. As a fast survey, we used 

the Phosphorlmager to quantitate solid-phase phosphorylation of these peptides. The 

peptides were synthesized on resin beads where the phosphorylation reaction took 

place. No purification of peptides is required. Furthermore, separation of the free 

[y-J2P]ATP from the (32P]-Iabelled peptides is easy and rapid as peptides are covalently 

attached to beads, and phosphorylation can be quantitated by the Phosphorlmager. Less 

than a hundred peptide-beads with a minute amount of enzyme are needed for each assay. 

Occasional strongly labelled spots in a background of weakly or unlabelled beads were 

observed on the 11Phosphorlmage11
, but could easily be identified by the dissecting 

stereomicroscope as artifacts due to (32P]-impregnated contaminating particles or large 

bead aggregates (See the two arrows in Figure 1 A). These artifacts would have been read 

as positive if the labelled beads were counted by liquid scintillation. Using the 

Phosphorlmager, the contaminated particles could be excluded from the quantitative 

analysis. Quantitation of the solid-phase peptide phosphorylation with the Phospho Imager 

provides extremely rapid, reproduct"ble, and valuable data as an initial survey for a large 

numbers of peptide analogues. Detail kinetic studies using a solution-phase assay can then 

be performed on selected peptides. 

Combinatorial chemistry in addition to being a valuable tool for lead discovery, can 

also be used to optimize the initial leads. We have previously successfully used this 

strategy to optimize the initial lead identified for anti-insulin monoclonal antt"body (Lam .et. 

al, 1994). From this study, we determined that a hydrophobic residue in the -1 position is 

crucial for p6Qo-.rrr PTK. We therefore have synthesized and screened a secondary peptide 
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h'brary with the following motif XIYXXXX. The screening of this secondary horary with 

p6(}c-si'C PTK is underway. 

In summary, this study demonstrates that SAR studies can be performed rapidly by 

using a quantitative solid-phase phosphorylation assay. Information obtained from such 

studies will be useful for understanding the substrate specificity of this important enzyme. 

Furthermore, this information may be used in conjunction with computational chemistry 

for the design of inh.J.oitors for this enzyme. 



Chapter 5 

IDENTIFICATION OF GIYWIHIY AS A NOVEL PEPTIDE SUBSTRATE FOR 

HUMAN p60C-SRC PROTEIN TYROSINE KINASE 

Introduction 
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The p6Qo-.rrc protein is the protein product of the first discovered proto-oncogene and 

the first PTK described (Stehelin ~ al, 1976; Brugge ~ al., 1981). However, the exact 

physiological role of p6Qc-.rrc PTK or its physiological target proteins are not well kno~ 

and the mechanism by which the p6Qc-.rrc PTK activity is regulated is not completely 

understood. To understand the physiological role and mechanism of action of p6Qc-.rrc 

PTK, it is important to study its substrate specificity. In the absence of clear physiological 

target substrates, a number of exogenous substrates have been used to study this enzyme 

function, and its substrate specificity. These substrates include casein (Richert ~ al, 

1982), enolase (Cooper~ al, 1984), and synthetic peptides such as autophosphorylation 

sites ofp6oc-.rrc PTK itself(Patschinsky ~ al., 1982; Hunter, 1982) and cdc2(6-20) peptide 

(Cheng~ al, 1991; 1992). However, most of these substrates are phosphorylated only at 

very high substrate concentrations. In an attempt to define the primary sequence 

requirements for tyrosine phosphorylation, much effort has been devoted to finding 

peptide substrates with low Km values (Geahlen and Harrison, 1990; Nair ~al.. 1995). 

In previous chapters, we used a solid-phase phosphorylation assay to identify a novel 

efficient peptide substrate, YIYGSFK, for human p60o=:~ and to study the structure 

activity-relationship (SAR) of over 70 YIYGSFK analogues and determined that a 

hydrophobic L-residue at position 2 and a L-tyrosine at position 3 are critical for activity 

(Lou ~ al, 1995). Combinatorial peptide horary methods, in addition to facilitate the 

discovery of initial leads, can also be used to optimize initial leads using a sequential 
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library approach (Lebl .et aL, 1995; Lam et al, 1996). In this chapter, I report on the 

screening of a secondary peptide horary (XIYXXXX) in which the second and third 

positions are fixed with De and Tyr respectively, and the rest of the residues were 

randomized with 19 eukaryotic amino acids except cysteine. 

Results 

The reduction of background phosphorylation by HO treatment 

The background phosphorylation of the peptide-bead horary can drastically be 

reduced by the treatment of the P2P]-labelled horary with IN HCl at 100°C for 15 min. 

This is illustrated in Figure 9. Figure 9A shows the representative autoradiogram of a 

horary screen on which no acid treatment was performed. After acid treatment, the 

background was minimal (Figure 9B ). 

Screening of the secondary peptide library XIYXXXX 

Approximately 1 million peptide-bead were screened. Five strongly labelled-beads 

were picked and sequenced: GIYWHHY, KIYDDYE, EIYEENG, EIYEEYE, and 

YIYEEED. These 5 peptides together with the initial lead YIYGSFK were resynthesized 

and their phosphorylation by p6Qo-.sn: PTK on solid-phase confirmed. In addition, the 

Phosphorlmager was used to quantitate their relative level of phosphorylation on solid

phase as described in chapter 3. The result is shown in table 7. GIYWHHY was aJmost 

two-fold more potent than that of the parent compound YIYGSFK. However, the rest of 

the four acidic peptides were significantly weaker. 

Phosphorylation studies of GIYWHHY analogues on solid-phase 

The structure-activity relationship of GIYWHHY analogues (Table 8) was examined 

by quantitative solid-phase phosphorylation studies. Eleven analogues of GIYWHHY 
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Figure 9A. Autoradiogram showing the screenmg of a secondary peptide library 

(XNXXXX) of which the 1 N HCl treatment step is omitted. The high background of(A) 

is due to non-covalent interaction of [ y32P]A TP with highly basic peptides. See text for 

explanation 
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Figure 9B. Autoradiogram showing the screenmg of a secondary peptide library 

(XIYXXXX) of which the 1M HCI is included. After acid treatment, the backdround was 

minimal. 



Table 7. Peptide substrates identified from a limited secondary peptide h"brary 
(XIYXXXX) and quantitation of peptide phosphorylation on solid-phase with 

Phosphorlmager 

Peptide 

YIYGSFK 
GIYWHHY 
KIYDDYE 
EIYEENG 
EIYEEYE 
YIYEEED 

YIYGSFK = 100%. 

Relative Phosphorylation (% ofYIYGSFK) 

100 
198 
12 
10 
20 
8 

79 
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Table 8. Solid-phase phosphorylation ofGIYWHHY analogues by p6oo.src PTK 

Peptide Relative Phosphorylation (% of GIYWHHY) 

GIYWHHY 100 
AIYWHHY 49 
GAYWHHY 16 
GIAWHHY 5 
GIYAHHY 67 
GIYWAHY 14 
GIYWHAY 15 
GIYWHHA 88 

IYWHHY 20 
YWHHY 7 

WHHY 6 
GIYWHH 89 
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were examined. "Alanine-walk" ofGIYWHHY indicated that lle2and Tyr3 were crucial for 

p6()o,srr PTK activity. In addition, Hiss and His6 were also extremely important and 

replacement of either of those two histidines by alanine resulted in a great loss in activity. 

Tyr7 was not essential as it could readily be replaced by alanine or totally deleted. This 

also strongly suggests that Tyr3, but not Tyr7, is the phosphorylation site. Although Gly1 

could be replaced by alanine with only loss in half of the activity, further decrease in 

activity (down to 20%) was observed when that residue was deleted. Further deletion of 

both Gly1 and lle2 rendered the peptide totally inactive. 

Discussion 

Over the last 5 years, the combinatorial library field has grown enormmously. The 

h"brary concept was first applied to peptide (Lam~ al, 1991; Geysen ~ al., 1986; Scott 

and Smith, 1990; Houghten ~ al., 1991) and nucleic acids (Oliphant and Struhl, 1987; 

Horwitz and Loeb, 1988; Robertson and Joyce, 1990; Green .et al., 1990; Tuerk and Gold, 

1990; Ellington and Szostak, 1990; Tsai ~ al, 1991), and more recently it has been 

rapidly expanded to non-peptide or small organic molecules (Bunin and Ellman, 1992; 

Nikolaiev .et al., 1993; Cho ~ al, 1993; Chen~ al, 1994; Stankova .et al., 1994). This 

latter development is primarily driven by the realization that the combinatorial hl>rary 

methods can greatly facilitate the drug discovery process. New solid-phase chemistries 

that can be applied to the horary format are currently under intense development both in 

academia and pharmaceutical industries. In addition to facilitating drug development, 

combinatorial library methods also serve as powerful tools for basic research. 

There are several general approaches for screening peptide h"braries: (i) Biological 

h"braries with the filamentous phage (Scott and Smith, 1990; Cwirla .et al., 1990), plasmid 

(Cull~ al, 1992) or polysomes (Kawasaki, 1991), (ii) Synthetic peptide horaries using 

iterative approach (Geysen .et al., 1986; 1987; Houghten .et al., 1991) or positional 
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scanning (PiniDa .et al. 1992), (iii) The "one-bead, one-compound" approach (Lam .et al .• 

1991; Lam and Lebl, 1994), (iv) Synthetic peptide h"braries using affinity chromatography 

selection approach (Songyang .et al, 1994; 1995), (v) Spatially addressable parallel solid

phase hbrary methods such as the multi-pin technology (Geysen et al, 1984), spots

membrane (Frank and Doring, 1988), or light-directed parallel synthesis on chips (Fodor 

et al., 1991 ). The biological hbrary method, in general, can only be applied to peptides 

with 20 eukaryotic amino acids whereas the latter three methods can be applied to 

unnatural amino acids and even non-peptide small organic molecules (Gorden .et al, 

1994). 

In this chapter, I descnbe the use of the "one-bead one-compound" combinatorial 

hbrary method in the identification of potent and specific peptide substrates for p6oc-.r~ 

PTK. The structure of the peptide hbrary used in this study was XIYXXXX. The design 

of this secondary horary was based on the SAR study (Lou .et al.. 1995) of the YIYGSFK 

peptide identified from my primary screen with a totally random heptapeptide hbrary (Lam 

et al., 1995). After screening a limited secondary hbrary (approximately 1 million peptide

beads) with p6oc.r~ PTK, we identified and sequenced 5 strongly positive beads (Table 7). 

Interestingly, of these 5 peptides 4 were highly acidic. This is similar to the highly acidic 

motif (EEIYGEFF) identified by Songyang et al. (Songyang .et al, 1995) who used a 

ferric chelation column chromatographic selection approach. The remaining peptide 

GIYWHHY, on the other hand does not contain any acidic residues. In solid-phase 

phosphorylation assay, GIYWHHY is a much more potent substrate than the other 4 

acidic peptides. This peptide would have been missed in Songyang•s affinity 

chromatographic selection approach as their eluted peptides were sequenced concurrently 

and only the residues with highest occurence will be reflected in their final motif 

With our solid-phase phosphorylation on-bead screening approach, treatment of the 

peptide-bead horary prior to autoradiography is crucial in eliminating the background 
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labeL The background label is primarily due to the noncovalent interaction of [y32P]ATP 

with some highly basic peptides. Acid treatment hydrolyzes the A TP but leaving the 

tyrosy~ sery~ and threonyl phosphate intact, thereby eliminating the undesirable 

noncovalent (32P]-Iabelling. For those who desire to study tyrosine phosphorylation only, 

the peptide-beads may be treated with alkali condition prior to autoradiography since the 

seryl or threonyl phosphate is base-labile. The p6Qc-.rn: PTK preparation used in our present 

study is highly purified and there are no contaminating serine or threonine kinases, 

therefore alkaline treatment is not necessary. 

Solid-phase phosphorylation assay is quantitative and convenient. It is invaluable in 

rapidly surveying the SAR of numerous analogs at the same time (Lou et. al., 1995). 

However, it does not necessarily reflect the true phosphorylation rate when both the 

substrate and kinase are in solution. Therefore any peptide of potential interest should be 

resynthesized and its kinetic parameters determined in solution-phase. Preliminary 

solution-phase kinetic studies indicate that GIYWHHY has a Km of approximately 20J,LM 

and substituting Tyr3 with 2-naphthylalanine generates a potent and very specific 

pseudosubstrate-based inhibitor for p6Qc-.rrr PTK, with an ICso of approximately 4 J,LM. 



Chapter6 

A PROTEIN KINASE ASSAY SYSTEM FOR BOTII ACIDIC AND BASIC 

PEPTIDES 

Introduction 
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Protein tyrosine phosphorylation catalyzed by protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) is 

recognized to be an important regulatory event, particularly in those pathways that control 

cell growth and differentiation (Ullrich and Schlessinger, 1990; Pawson, 1991). The 

physiological substrates for many of these PTKs is not known. Studies using small 

synthetic peptides as substrates can sometimes help to delineate substrate specificity of 

these important enzymes (Kemp and Pearson, 1990; 1991). For example, acidic residues 

upstream of tyrosine has been suggested to play important roles in site recognition for 

some PTKs (Hunter and Copper, 1985; Songyang .et al., 1995). For small basic peptides 

containing lysine and/or arginine residues, the cation-exchange phosphocellulose filter 

paper (PSI, Whatman) method is the most common method for protein kinase assays 

(Sahal and Fujita-Yamaguchi, 1987). The cation-exchange phosphocellulose paper will 

bind the [32P]-Iabelled basic peptides but not the [y-l2P]ATP. Small acidic peptides, on the 

other hand, do not bind to the cation-exchange paper. Many investigators circumvent this 

problem by adding multiple lysine or arginine residues to the original peptides in order to 

facilitate the protein kinase assay with the cation-exchange paper (Songyang .et al, 1995). 

However, these additional basic residues may have profound effect on the conformation 

and specificity of the peptide substrate. Budde et al. (Budde .et al., 1992) reported the use 

of acid molybdate to chelate free 32Pi followed by polyethyeneimine cellulose thin layer 

chromatography (lLC) to quantitate p:zp] labelled small acidic peptides in their kinase 

assays. In this chapter, we have developed a simplier lLC method that allows one to 
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separate a variety of phosphorylated peptides simultaneously. This is illustrated by the 

resolution of three different peptide substrates for p6Qc.srr PTK: (i) an acidic peptide 

EEIYGEFF (Songyang et. al, 1995), (ii) a slightly basic peptide YIYGSFK (Lam .d. al, 

1995), and (iii) a highly basic peptide YIYGSFKKK. Using this method, the kinetic 

parameters of specific substrates such as YIYGSFK and cdc2(6-20) peptide (Cheng .d. al., 

1991; 1992) for p60c.srr PTK were determined. 

Results and Discussion 

The protein kinase assay descnoed by Budde et al (Budde .d. al, 1992) first used acid 

molybdate to stop the kinase reaction followed by resolving the phosphopeptides on PEl

cellulose TLC with I M LiCl as the mobile phase. In our system, we used phosphoric acid 

to terminate the kinase reaction, followed by PEl-cellulose TLC using IS mM phosphoric 

acid containing 0.25 M NaCl as the mobile phase. Figure IO. shows an autoradiogram of 

the TLC when a mixture of 15 mM phosphoric acid and 0.25 M NaCl was used as the 

mobile phase. Figure lOA clearly demonstrates that EEipYGEFF (lane I), YlpYGSFK 

(lane 2), and YlpYGSFKKK (lane 3) could easily be resolved by this system However, if 

the reaction was terminated by acid molybdate, a weak spot migrated closed to 

EElpYGEFF appeared (Figure lOB). This was probably free phosphate as it also appeared 

in lane 4 ofFigure lOB to which no peptide was added. When the same reaction mixtures 

were run on TLC using the 1 M LiCl as the mobile phase, a totally different 

autoradiogram appeared (Figure 1I ). Regardless of whether acid molybdate was used to 

terminate the reaction, the EEipYGEFF (lane 1) did not resolve as a tight spot. Instead, 

there is considerable smearing. This was also true for YipYGSFK (lane 2) when acid 

molybdate was used to stop the reaction. In both mobile phase system A TP remained at 

the origin. 
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Figure 10. The autoradiograph of the TLC system that separated three [32P] 

phosphopeptides from free [y-32P]ATP and (32P] inorganic phosphates using 15 mM 

H3P04 containing 0.25 M NaCl as the mobile phase: (A), the reactions were stopped by 

adding an equal volume of 150 mM H3P04; (B), the reaction were terminated by adding 

an equal volume of acid molybdate. In both panels, lane 1 is phosphorylated EENGEFF, 

lane 2 is phosphorylated YNGSFK, lane 3 is phosphorylated YNGSFKKK, and lane 4 

represents only p60c-src PTK and [y-32P]ATP without any peptides as negative control. 
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Figure 11. The autoradiogram of the TLC system that separated three [32P]

phosphopeptides from free [y-32P]ATP and free [y-32P]-inorganic phosphate using 1 M 

LiCl as the mobile phase as descnoed by Budde et al (Budde et al., 1992): (A), the 

reactions were stopped by adding an equal volume of 150 mM H3P04; (B), the reactions 

were terminated by adding an equal volume of acid molybdate. The phosphopeptides 

order (lane 1 to 4) is the same as those in Figure 10. 
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In summary, the optimal TLC system for resolving phosphopeptides from A TP is as 

follows: stop the reaction with equal volume of 150 mM phosphooric acid, and resolve the 

peptide on PEl-cellulose using 15 mM phosphoric acid containing 0.25 M NaCI as the 

mobile phase. We find that this system allows us to simultaneously separate basic, neutral, 

or acidic phosphopeptides with high resolution. The phosphopetide can further be 

quantitated by excising the TLC area corresponding to the labelled spot and count it by 

liquid scintillation. Alternatively, a 425S phosphorlmager can be used to quantitate the 

relative amount of 32P incorporation. We believe that this kinase assay system is superior 

to the commonly used cation-exchange paper technique because: (i) the TLC method 

allows us to quantitate acidic, neutral, or basic phosphopeptides, and (ii) we can identifY 

and localize the specific phosphopeptide prior to quantitation so that many potential 

artifacts can be avoided. 

In Chapter 3-5, we used a solid-phase phosphorylation assay to identifY two efficient 

peptide substrates, YIYGSFK and GIYWHHY, for p60o-.rrr PTK and to determine the 

SAR of many substrate analogs. Solid-phase phosphorylation assay is quantitative and 

convenient. It is invaluable in rapidly surveying the structure-activity study of numerous 

analogs at the same time. However, it does not necessarily reflect the true phosphorylation 

rate when both the substrates and kinase are in solution. Therefore any peptide of potential 

interest should be resynthesized and its kinetic parameters determined in solution-phase. In 

addition, for standard SAR studies, the peptides should be synthesized and purified, 

phosphorylation reactions should be carried out in solution phase, and the rate of 

phosphorylation should be determined. In this chapter, phosphorylation ofYIYGSFK and 

cdc2(6-20) peptide as the carboxyl amide forms in solution phase was examined by this 

TLC method. Initial phosphorylation rates for both peptides at various concentrations 

from 8 to 2400 J,LM were determined. Kinetic analyses showed that Km ofYIYGSFK for 

p60e-srr PTK was 55 J.LM, about 6.4-fold lower than that of cdc2(6-20) peptide (Table 9). 
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Vmax!Km ofYIYGSFK was about 7.4-fold higher than that of cdc2(6-20) peptide. These 

results indicate that YIYGSFK is a much more efficient substrate for p60c-.rn: PTK than 

cdc2(6-20) peptide. These results presented here are also consistent with that of solid

phase results. So both solid phase and solution phase data certainly suggest that 

YIYGSFK, when compared to cdc2(6-20) peptide, is a better substrate for p6oc-.rn: PTK. 



Table 9. Comparison of kinetic parameters of solution-phase phosphorylation of 
YIYGSFK and cdc2(6-20) peptide by p60""rc PTK* 

Peptide vmax Vmdf<m 

!lDlOVminlmg Uminlm.g 

YIYGSFK 9.4 ± 0.9 55± 18 0.17 

cdc2(6-20) 8.2 ± 0.4 353 ±52 0.023 
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*Carboxyl amide forms of these two peptides were used in our study. Phosphorylation 
rates were determined at various peptide substrate concentrations (8-2400 J,J.M). 



Chapter 7 

POTENT PSEUDOSUBSTRATE-BASED PEPTIDE INHIBITORS FOR HUMAN 

p60CSRC PROTEIN 1YROSINE KINASE 

Introduction 
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Overactivation or mutation ofPTKs can result in malignant transformation. Examples 

include amplification of c-erb-B-2 in human breast cancer (Slamon m. al., 1987), 

chromosomal translocation of c-ab/ in chronic myelogenous leukemia (Konopka d. al, 

1984) and Ph 1-positive acute lymphocytic leukemia (Clark d. al, 1988), overexpression of 

the epidermal growth factor receptor in squamous cell carcinoma (Cowley m. al, 1984), 

activation ofp6Qo-.rrr: PTK in colon (Bolen d. al., 1987), breast (Luttrell et al., 1994), and 

bladder carcinoma (Fanning d. al., 1992). Therefore PTKs have been considered as 

important targets for the design of antiproliferative drugs. Specific and potent tyrosine 

kinase inb.J.oitors not only represent a new class of antitumor agents but may also be used 

as a tool for studying the role ofPTK-dependent cellular pathways in normal or tumor cell 

growth (Burke Jr., 1992; 1994; Boutin, 1994; Levitzki and Gazit, 1995). Several PTK 

inb.J.oitors have been developed by screening natural products (Chang and Geahlen, 1992) 

and through synthetic chemistry (Burke Jr., 1994). However, with few exceptions (Fry m_ 

al, 1994; Levitzki and Gazit, 1995), many of these PTK inhibitors such as genistein 

(Alci.yama etal., 1987), lavendustin A (Onoda m.al., 1989), and herbimycin (Uehara et al., 

1988) etc. are relatively nonspecific. 

The development of specific inb.J.oitors for PTKs has been hampered by the lack of 

information on the substrate specificities of these enzymes. Using combinatorial peptide 

horary methods, we identified YNGSFK as an efficient and specific substrate for p60~ 

PTK (Lam m.al., 1995). Detailed structure-activity relationship study ofYIYGSFK led us 
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to conclude that -De-Tyr- were the two critical residues as a peptide substrate for p6Qc-.srr: 

PTK (Lou ~ al., 1995). Based on this dipeptide mo~ a secondary library was synthesized 

(XIYXXXX, wherein X = 19 eukaryotic amino acids excluding cysteine). After screening 

this limited secondary peptide h'brary (approximately I million beads), one of the identified 

peptides, GIYWHHY, was found to be a more efficient substrate for p6Qc-.rrr: PTK than the 

parental compound YIYGSFK (Lou et al., 1996). In the cAMP-dependent protein kinase 

system, potent and specific pseudosubstrate-based inhibitors have been developed by 

replacing the phosphorylated seryl residue with alanine (Kemp and Pearson, 1991 ). In this 

chapter, we report on the development and characterization of several potent and highly 

selective pseudosubstrate-based peptide inhibitors for p6oc-.rrr: PTK using GIYWHHY as 

the template. 

Results 

Using a solution phase phosphorylation assay, the Km values of 4 known peptide 

substrates were determined (Table 10). Of the four peptides tested, GIYWHHY has the 

lowest Km (21 J.LM). This peptide was therefore chosen as the template to develop 

pseudo substrate-based peptide inhloitor for p6Qc-.rrr: P1K 

From our previous SAR studies on GIYWHHY, we determined that Tyr3 was the 

phosphorylation site and Tyr7 was not crucial for its activity as a substrate for p6Qc-.rrr: PTK 

(Lou et al., 1996). A series of peptide analogs of GIYWHHY were synthesized and their 

halfinhloition concentration (ICso) were determined using YIYGSFK as a substrate (Table 

11). In these pesudosubstrate-based peptide analogs, TyrJ and in some cases Tyr7 were 

substituted with another aromatic amino acids such as (L and D) 2•-naphthylalanine, 

aminobenzoic acid or D-Tyr. Figure 12 showed the representative inhibition curves of 

three selected inluoitors for p6Qc-.rrr: PTK. The best three inJuoitors from this series were 

GI(2•-Nal)WHH(2•-nal), GI(2•-nal)WHH(21-nal) and GI(21-Nal)WHH(21-Nal) with ICso 
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Table 10. Comparison of the Km values of 4 known peptide substrates ofp60o.rrc PTK 

Peptide ( carboxylamide) 

GIYWHHY 

EIYEEYE 

YIYGSFK 

EEIYGEFF* 

21 +3 

448±20 

55+ 18 

45 +8 

*EEIYGEFF was identified by Songyang et al. (Songyang .et. al., 1995) as a substrate 
motif for p60o.rrc PTK using a different combinatorial peptide hl>rary 
( ) approach. 



Table 11. Pseudo substrate-based peptide inhibitors for p6()o.rrc PTK derived from the 
structures ofGIYWHHY 

Peptide* lCso, J,J.M** 

GI(2'-Nal)WHH(2'-nal) 3.9 ±0.3 

GI(2'-nal)WHH(2'-nal) 4.0 ±0.2 

GI(2'-Nal)WHH(2'-Nal) 4.2 + 0.4 

GI(2'-Nal)WHH(Aba) 7.0 ±0.7 

GI(2'-nal)WlffiY 16 ± 0.9 

GI(2'-Nal)WlffiY 23 ± 1.3 

GI(2'-Nal)WHH 26 ± 1.4 

GI(2'-nal)WHH 26 ± 1.9 

AcGI(2'-Nal)WHH 63 ± 8.3 

1(2'-Nal)WHH 76 ± 9.4 

GI(2'-Nal)W 108 ± 18.7 

1(2'-Nal)WH 127±21.7 

GI(2'-Nal)WH 130 ± 17.7 

GlyWHH 50 ± 2.3 
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*2'-Nal, (L)2'-naphthy1a1anine; 2'-nal, (D)2'-naphthylalanine; y, D-tyrosine; Aba, 
(L)aminobenzoic acid; Ac, acetyL 
**The values represent the mean of the 2-4 independent experiments. The substrate used 
in these experiments was YIYGSFK at a concentration of 55 J,J.M. 
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Figure 12. Inhibition of p600on"C PTK activity by three selected inhibitors derived from the 

structure ofGIYWHHY. GI(2'-Nal)WHH(2'-Nal) (0), GI(2'-Nal)WHHY (•), and GI(2'

Nal)WHH (C). The reactions were carried out in a final volume of 20 J.Ll containing the 

assay buffer, 0.6 units p6()wrcPTK, 55 J.1M (equal to the Km) ofYIYGSFK. 10 f,lM of[y-

32p]ATP and GI(2'-Nal)WHH(2'-Nal) at concentrations of 1 f,lM, 2.5 J.1M, 5 f,lM, 10 ~ 

and 20 J.LM or GI(2'-Nal)WHHY and GI(2'-Nal)WHH at concentration of 10 J.1M, 20 ~ 

40 fJ,M, and 80 f,.lM. The reactions were allowed to proceed for 10 min and were stopped 

w.ith 20 J,Ll of 150 mM phosphoric acid. The phosphorylation of YIYGSFK by p60o.rn: 

PTK in the absence of any inhibitors was used as a control (I 00% ). 
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values of 3.9, 4.0, and 4.2 J.1M respectively. GI(2'-Nal)WHHY had an ICso of 23 J.1M 

which was very close to the Km value (21 J.1M) of the parent compound (Table 10). The 

ICso for GI(2'-Nal)WHH was 26 J.1M suggesting that Tyr7 was not critical for binding. The 

ICso for GI(2'-nal)WHHY and GI(2'-nal)WHH were 16 J.1M and 26 J.1M respectively, very 

similar to that of their L diastereomers. Acetylation of the N-terminus of GI(2'-Nal)WHH 

resulted in an increase of the ICso value from 26 J.1M to 63 J,LM. The N-terminus and C

terminus tnmcated analogs of GIYWHHY were synthesized to determine the minimal core 

structure required to have inhibitory activity (Table 11 ). The ICso of the tetrapeptide 

analogs, GI(2'-Nal)W and 1(2'-Nal)WH, were 108 J,LM and 127 J,LM respectively. 

However, further truncation to a tripeptide resulted in a complete loss of activity (data not 

shown). Replacement of Tyr3 with D-Tyr turned GlyWHH into a good inb.Ioitor with an 

ICso of 50 J,t.M. As indicated earlier, EEIYGEFF was the predominent substrate motif 

identified by Songyang etal (Songyang .et. al., 1995) for p60o.sn: PTK. However, 

pseudosubstrate-based inhibitors developed from this template have proven to be relatively 

inactive whether YIYGSFK or EEIYGEFF were used as the substrate {Table 12). The 

ICso values ofEEI(2'-Nal)GEFF and EEiyGEFF were 143 and 867 J.1M respectively when 

YIYGSFK were used as the substrate, and 297 and 1038 J,LM respectively when 

EEIYGEFF was used as the substrate. 

In addition to determining the ICso of the peptide analogs, we also selected two 

peptide inhibitors, GI(2'-Nal)WHHY and GI(2'-Nal)WHH, to determine their Ki values 

(dissociation constant for inb.Ioitor binding to enzyme) using YIYGSFK as the substrate. 

Figure 13 showed Lineweaver-Burk plots for the inlu.oition of p6Qo.sn: PTK by GI(2'

Nal)WHHY (Fig. 13A) and GI(2'-Nal)WHH (Fig. 13B) when YIYGSFK was used as the 

substrate. The double-reciprocal plot for inb.Ioition by these two inhibitors shows straight 

lines intersecting off the Y ~ consistent with noncompetitive inhibition. The Ki values 

for GI(2'-Nal)WHHY and GI(2'-Nal)WHH were 9 J,LM and 12 J,LM respectively. 



Table 12. Pseudo substrate-based peptide inhibitors for p60o.rrr PTK derived from the 
structure ofEEIYGEFF 

Peptide* (ICso, Mf)** 

YIYGSFK EEIYGEFF 

EEI(2'-Nal)GEFF 

EEiyGEFF 

143 ± 17.0 

867 ±52.6 

*2'-Nal, (L)2'-naphthylalanine; y, D-tyrosine. 

297 ± 19.3 

1038 ± 72.1 
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**The two substrates used in these experiments were YIYGSFK at a concentration of 55 
J.lM and EEIYGEFF 45 J.LM. 
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Figure 13. Lineweaver-Burk plots of the inhibition of the p6(}Wr'C PTK activity by GI(2'

Nal)WHHY (A) and by GI(2'-Nal)WHH (B), at a concentration ofO !.1M (0), 25 JJ,M (•), 

and SO J1M (0). The concentrations of the peptide substrate,YIYGSFK, used were 12.5 

J.LM, 25 !J,M, 50 J.LM, 100 IJ,M, and 200 J,LM. The concentration of p60o.m: PTK was 30 

units/ml and [y-l2P]ATP was 10 ~The reaction time waslO min. 
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p6QC>ISn: PTK can phosphorylate all three peptides, YIYGSFK. GIYWHHY, and 

EEIYGEFF rather efficiently. With the exception of Del and TyrJ, there are considerable 

differences in the remaining residues. This suggests that the p60o-.sn: PTK peptide binding 

pocket may be able to accomodate more than a linear peptide. We therefore designed and 

synthesized four chimeric branched peptides and tested their inhibitory activity towards 

p6oo-.rn: PTK using YIYGSFK as a substrate. The result is shown in table 13. All these 

four branched peptides strongly inhibited p60o-.rn: PTK. The best inhibitor was YI(2'

Nal)GK(WHH)FK with an ICso of 0.6 ~- Although Tyrl is present in 

YIYGK(WHH)FK, this peptide was not phosphorylated by p60o-.rn: PTK. Instead, it was 

an inhibitory peptide with an ICso of2.2 J.1M (Table 13). 

We also examined the inhibitory effect of GI(2'-Nal)WHHY towards Src-family 

PTKs. Lyn and Lck PTKs were selected as representatives of Src-family PTK because of 

their structural homology to Src kinase (Bolen d. al, 1992). In these experiments, two 

peptides, YIYGAFK and cdc2(6-20) peptide (KVEKIGEGTYGVVYK), were used as the 

substrates for these PTKs. The ICso value of GI(2-Nal)WHHY for p6oo-.sn: PTK was 27 

J.1M when YIYGAFK was used as a substrate, and 32 ~when cdc2(6-20) peptide was 

used as a substrate (Table 14). In contrast, no inhibition by GI(2'-Nal)WHHY (up to 800 

J,LM) was observed for both Lyn and Lck kinases using either substrates. The data 

demonstrated that GI(2'-Nal)WHHY is highly selective for p6oo-.sn: PTK over other Src

family PTK such as Lyn and Lck kinases. 

Discussion 

Fry et a1 (Fry .et al., 1994) descnoed the identification of a highly potent and specific 

small molecule inluoitor for EGF-receptor PTK, and this small molecule inhibitor is active 

in tumor cell lines (Kunkel .et al., 1996). However, as far as we know, despite intensive 

investigation by many group for several years, no other PTK inhibitors with such high 



Table 13. Branched peptide inhibitors for p60o-.rrc PTK 

Peptide 

YI(2'-Nal)GKFK 

I 
HHW 

YIYGKFK 

I 
HHW 

1{2'-Nal)WKHH 

I 
KFS 

YI(2'-Nal)GKFK 

I 
HH 

ICso, J,LM 

0.6 ± 0.1 

2.2 ±0.4 

2.9 ±0.4 

3.6 ±0.6 
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Table 14. Selectivity ofGI(2'-Nal)WlffiY forp60o.m: PTK over other Src-fiunily PTKs 

Protein kinase ICso, uM* 

YIYGAFK** cdc2(6-20) peptide 

P60c-src 27 ±3.8 32 ±4.7 

Lyn >800*** >800*** 

Lck >800*** >800*** 

*The values represent the mean of the 2 independent experiments. The substrates used in 
these experiments were YIYGAFK at a concentration of 55 J,.LM and cdc2(6-20) peptide at 
a concentration of I 00 J,LM. 
**YIYGAFK. instead ofYIYGSFK. was used because we have discovered that Ser-5 is a 
phosphorylation site for some contaminating serine/threonine kinase in the Lyn and Lck 
kinase preparation obtained commercially. The p60c-.src PTK preparation that we used in 
our studies is very pure and without any serine/threnine kinase activity. We have 
previously shown that p60c-.src PTK phosphorylates YIYGAFK and YIYGSFK equally 
well and that Ser-5 is not a phosphorylation site for p6oc-.src PTK. 
***indicates that no inhibition by GI(2'-Nal)WHHY (up to 800 J,tM) was found. 
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potency and specificity has been reported in the literature. Protein tyrosine kinase 

inhibitors reported to date include natural products, their synthetic derivatives, and 

unnatural synthetic compounds. The natural inhibitors are derived from fungal and plant 

extracts which include genistein (Akiyama .et al, 1987), lavendustin A (Onoda .et al, 

1989), herbimycin A (Uehara .et al, 1988), erbstatin (Umezawa .et al, 1986), and 

quercetin (Graziani .et al, 1983) etc. Many of these compounds are relatively non-specific, 

and are active in the micromolar range. They have been used as initial leads for the 

development of many types of synthetic PTK inhibitors. Genistein and lavendustin A are 

competitive inhibitors of A TP and are noncompetitive with the protein substrate. These 

compounds are not very selective. Lavendustin A analogs, on the other hand, are 

competitive with both the protein substrate and ATP, thus increasing the selectivity 

(Posner .et al, 1994 ). Quercetin itself inhibits many kinases, but derivatives that inhibit 

PTKs do not inhibit serine-threonine kinases (Cushman .et al, 1991). Erbstatin is 

nonspecific and unstable, but a group of erbstatin-derived compounds known as 

tyrphostins developed by Levitzk:i et al functions as the styryl-based inb.Joitors for PTKs 

and appears to be relatively specific for some PTK (Levitzki and Gazit, 1995). 

We believe that in order to develop potent and highly selective inhibitors for PTK, 

one need to consider finding inhibitors for the peptide-binding pocket rather than the 

A TP-binding pocket as the A TP binding domain is highly conserved among PTKs (Ullrich 

and Schlessinger, 1990). It has been estimated that there are at least 170 PTKs in 

eukaryotic cells (Hardie and Hanks, 1996), but there is very little information on the 

substrate specificities of these enzymes. It is not until recently that we (Lam .et al, 1995; 

Lou .etal, 1996) and others (Songyang etal, 1995) were able to identify efficient peptide 

substrates for PTKs using combinatorial peptide hbrary approaches. We employed the 

"one-bead, one-peptide" combinatorial peptide hbrary method (Lam et al., 1991) and 

solid-phase phosphorylation approach (Wu et al., 1994) to screen a completely random 
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heptapeptide horary XXXXXXX (wherein X = all 19 eukaryotic amino acids except Cys) 

and identified YIYGSFK as a relatively efficient and specific substrate for p6oo.rrc PTK 

(Lam .e1 al, 1995). Using YIYGSFK as a template, we developed several pseudosubstrate 

inhibitors with moderate potency (Wu et. al, 1996). Recently, we reported on the 

optimization of the initial lead YIYGSFK by screening a secondary "one-bead, one

peptide" combinatorial peptide horary based on the dipeptide motif (XIYXXXX, wherein 

X = all 19 eukaryotic amino acids except for cysteine, I = De, T = Tyr). One of the 

identified peptides, GIYWffiiY, was found to be more efficient and specific for p60"""rc 

PTK (Lou et. al., 1996). Songyang etal (Songyang et. al, 1995) used a completely different 

combinatorial peptide horary approach. They synthesized a biased solution phase 15-mer 

peptide horary, (wherein X = all 15 eukaryotic amino acids 

except Cys, Typ, Tyr, Ser, and Thr). This peptide horary was then phosphorylated by 

p60o.rrc PTK and the phosphorylated peptides were isolated by a metal chelation column. 

The eluted peptides were then subjected to microsequencing collectivelly, and EEIYGEFF 

was determined to be the predominant motif 

The Michaelis constant (Km) of a substrate reflects its steady state binding affinity to 

the enzyme active site. It is therefore important to determine the Km's of various peptide 

substrates prior to the design ofpseudosubstrate-based peptide inh.Ioitors. Table 10 shows 

that GIYWffiiY has the lowest Km value (21 J.LM). Therefore, it was chosen as the 

template to develop pseudosubstrates peptide inluoitors for p60"""rc PTK. The peptide 

motif determined by Songyang etal, EEIYGEFF, in our assay system has a Km value of 45 

J,LM. This is very similar to the value of 33 JlM determined by Songyang etal using 

AEEEIYGEFEAKKKK as a substrate (Songyang et.al, 1995). 

Recently, we designed and synthesized a series of pseudosubstrate inh.Ioitors based on 

the YIYGSFK template and found that replacement of TyrJ with (L)2'-naphthylalanine 

resulted in a moderately potent and specific inh.J.oitor for p60o.rrc PTK, with an ICso of 66 
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JiM (Wu .ct. al, I996). In this study, (L)2'-naphthylalanine, (0)2'-naphthylaJanine, 

aminobenzoic acid, and D-Tyr were used to replace Tyr3 and Tyr7 (Table II). Many of 

these pseudosubstrate-based inhibitors are 2-IO fold (ICso = 3-23 J,LM) more potent than 

that ofYI(2'-Nal)GSFK (ICso = 66 J.LM). In addition, we also studied the truncation of the 

N- and C-terminus, as well as the minimal sequence required for PTK inhtl>itory activity 

(Table II). Deletion of Tyr7 has almost no effect on the inhibitory potency. This is 

consistent with our previous structure-activity relationship study that Tyr7 of GIYWHHY 

was not essential as a substrate (Lou .ct. al, I996). The remaining truncated inhibitors 

decreased the inhibitory potency by 2 to 6-fold. However, GI(2'-Nal)W with ICso of I08 

JiM is still interesting because it only has four amino acids and it may be used as a core for 

the development of secondary peptidomimetic horaries for further optimization studies. N

acetylation of the GI(2'-Nal)WHH to eliminate theN-terminal positive charge resulted in 

2.4-fold decrease in inhibitory activity. Although Tyr3 must be a L-diasteromer in order to 

be a substrate, both GI(2'-nal)WHH and GI(2'-Nal)WHH have the same ICso value (26 

JiM), and that GlyWHH has an ICso value of 50 JiM. This suggest that stereospecificity at 

residue 3 is crucial for catalysis but not for binding to the enzyme active site. 

Since EEIYGEFF has a Km of 45 J.1M, we expected that replacing Tyr4 with (L)2'

naphthalalanine will generate a potent pseudosubstrate inhibitor. However, to our surprise, 

both EEI(2'-Nal)GEFF and EEiyGEFF were very poor inhtoitors for p60o.rrc PTK whether 

YIYGSFK or EEIYGEFF were used as substrates {Table 12). This suggests that 

EEIYGEFF, GIYWilliY or YIYGSFK interact very differently with the enzyme even 

though they are all good substrates for p6Qo.rrc P1K 

Inhibition of p6Qo.rrc PTK activity by YI(2'-Nal)GSFK, as expected, is competitive 

with respect to YIYGSFK with a Ki of 24 uM (Wu .ct. al, 1996). The same kinetic 

experiments are performed on GI(2'-Nal)WHHY and GI(2'-Nal)WHH using YIYGSFK as 

a substrate. The results (Figure 13) clearly demonstrate that these two inhtoitors inhioit 
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p60~>~"' PTK noncompetitively with respect to YIYGSFK with Ki values of 9 f.,lM and 12 

f,lM suggesting that GIYWllliY and YIYGSFK may bind to a slightly different but 

perhaps overlapping site. Based on these result, we hypothesized that a hybrid peptide 

based on these two motifs may be more potent as an inhibitor for p60o.s"' PTK To test this 

hypothesis, we synthesized four branched chimeric peptides by combining portions of 

these two motifs together {Table 13). These four branched peptides proved to be more 

potent than their linear peptide inlnoitors with an ICso as low as 0.6 J.1M. The fact that 

these larger branched structures are more potent inhibitors indicates that the enzyme 

active site is relatively big and can accommodate more than a linear sequence. This may 

explain why seemingly several peptides with very different linear structures can all be 

phosphocylated by the same enzyme. Although TyrJ is present in YIYGK(WHH)FK, It is 

not clear why this peptide couldn't be phosphocylated by p60o.srr PTK (Table 13). Instead, 

it was a rather potent inhibitor with an ICso of2.6 J,LM. 

Selectivity may be the major advantage of pseudosubstrate-based peptide inlnoitors as 

they compete at the peptide substrates binding pocket rather than the highly conserved 

ATP binding pocket. In this study, we decided to use YIYGAFK instead ofYIYGSFK as 

a substrate to test the selectivity of our inhibitors among Src-family PTKs. It is because 

both Lyn and Lck kinase preparations purified from cell membrane do contain some 

contaminating serine kinases. Replacement of Ser with Ala will exclude the poSSiolility of 

phosphocylation by a serine kinase. We have previously shown that this replacement did 

not change the level of phosphocylation by p60~>~rc PTK (Lou et al, 1996; Wu et al, 

1996). The cdc2(6-20) peptide [KVEKIGEG1YGVVYK] derived from p34cdc2 has been 

reported to be a specific and efficient substrate for the Src-family PTKs (Cheng et al, 

1991; 1992), and was also used as an ahemative substrate to evaluate the selectivity of 

our inhibitors. The ICso values of GI(2'-Nal)WHHY for p6oo.srr PTK was between 27-32 

J,LM. In contrast, no inhibition by GI(2'-Nal)WHHY (up to 800 m.M) was detected in both 
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Lyn and Lck PTKs {Table 14). These data demonstrates our inhibitors could distingush 

p60o-rrc PTK from the Src-fiunily PTKs, suggesting that pseudosubstrate-based peptide 

inhibitors do have high selectivity and may provide a useful approach to the design of 

specific peptidomimetic p60c--rrc PTK inhibitors. We also believe that these selective 

inhibitor may be useful as tools to study the catalytic mechanism of this important enzyme. 

Previous study indicated that a tyrosine analog, tetrafluorotyrosine {F4Tyr), was a 

good tyrosyl substitution for the design of pseudosubstrate-based peptides for insulin 

receptor tyrosine kinase (Yuan .et al, 1990) and EGF receptor tyrosine kinase (Fry .et al., 

1994). We designed and synthesized GI{F4Tyr)WHH, and compared its inhibitory activity 

for p60o-rrc PTK with GI(2'-Nal)WHH. The GI(F4Tyr)Willl had an ICso value of 38 J,LM 

and GI(2'-Nal)WHH with 26 J.IM. This clearly demonstrates that tetrafluorotyrosine is not 

universally useful for the design of pseudosubstrate inhibitor for PTKs. Different PTK may 

prefer different amino acids. 
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Chapter 8 

IDENTIFICATION OF THREE POOR: PEPTIDE SUBSTRATES THAT SHOW 

STRONG INHIBITORY ACTIVITY FOR HUMAN p60C8RC PROTEIN TYROSINE 

KINASE 

Introduction 

p60o.rrr PTK is an important enzyme in the signal transduction pathway and its activity 

is elevated in several cancers (Tsygankow and Bolen, 1993; Chang and Geahlen, 1992). 

Specific and potent inhibitors for p60o.rrr PTK may have therapeutic values for these 

cancers. In addition, these inhibitors may serve as important research tools for probing the 

catalytic mechanism of this enzyme. 

In previous chapters, I reported that usmg the "one-bead one-compound" 

combinatorial peptide horary method to identifY peptide substrates for p6Qo.rrr PTK. After 

screening two different limited peptide horaries, two efficient peptide substrates, 

YIYGSFK and GIYWiffiY, were identified (Lam .et al., 1995; Lou .et al., 1996). Based on 

the primary structure of GIYWHHY, several potent and selective pseudosubstrate-based 

peptide inluoitors were developed. In this chapter, I report on the identification of three 

peptide substrates from additional secondary peptide horary screen (XIYXXXX): 

KIYFMAW, MIYKYYF, and RIYGKWI. These three peptides were poor substrates for 

p6oo.rrc PTK, but they exlnoited strong inluoitory activity for this enzyme. 

Results 

Screening of a secondary peptide library XIYXXXX 

Approximately 2 millions peptide-beads were screened with p60o.rrc PTK. Eight (32P]

labelled beads were isolated and sequenced: KIYYVSG, RIYEFVE, MIYKYYF, 
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KIYFMAW, RIYGWKI, ~ EIYDLHS, and MIYRGKD. These eight peptides 

together with the initial lead YIYGSFK were resynthesized and their phosphorylation in 

solution phase compared. Anion exchange thin-layer chromatography was employed to 

separate P2P]-labelled peptides from free [y-32P]ATP, and autoradiogram was used to 

identify the phosphopeptides. Figure 14 shows the autoradiogram of phosphorylation of 

these peptides (50 J..LM) in solution. Significant phosphorylation by p60o-.rrc PTK was 

observed with YIYGSFK (lane 9, 10). Little or no detectable phosphorylation was 

observed with the newly identified peptides, suggesting these peptides are poor substrates 

in solution for p60o-.rrc PTK, even though they were all phosphorylated on solid-phase 

during the screen. 

Inhibitory effect of these pep tides 

Although these peptides are poor substrates for p6oo-.rrc PTK, they may exb.J.oit some 

inlu.oitory activity for p60o-.rrc PTK. To test this hypothesis, we mixed these peptides with 

YIYGSFK (50 J1M) prior to the addition of [y-J2P]ATP and p6oo-.rrc PTK. Figure 15 

shows the autoradiogram of this study. Lanes 9 and I 0 represented YIYGSFK alone, 

showing very strong phosphorylation. Phosphorylation ofYIYGSFK by p6oo-.rrc PTK was 

strongly inhibited by KIYFMAW (lane 3), MIYKYYF (lane 4), and RIYGKWI (laneS). 

RIYRllA showed partial inlnoition of YIYGSFK phosphorylation by this enzyme (lane 

6). None of the remaining four peptides showed any inlnoitory activity for p6oo-.rrc PTK 

(Figure 15). The ICso values of the best three peptides, KIYFMAW, MIYKYYF, and 

RIYGKWI, for p60o-.rrc PTK were determined using YIYGSFK as a substrate (Table 15). 

The ICso values for KIYFMAW, MIYKYYF, RIYGKWI were 2.3, 2.6, and 11.4 J..LM 

respectively. 
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Figure 14. Autoradiogram showing solution-phase phosphorylation of KIYYVSG, 

RIYEFVE, MIYKYYF, KIYFMAW, RIYGWKI, RIYRILA, ENDLHS, MIYRGKD and 

YIYGSFK by p6Qc-.Yrc PTK. TLC plate was used to separate (32P]-phosphopeptides from 

free [y-32P]ATP. The reaction mixture without the peptide (only p6Qc-.Yrc PTK and [y-

32P]ATP) was used as a control (Lane 11 ). The concentration of peptides used in this 

study was 50~· The concentration of[y-32P]ATP used was 10 J.lM (specific activity 2.5 

Ci/mmol). p6Qc-.Yrc PTK used was 0.6 units. 
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Figure 15. Autoradiogram showing the inhibitory effect of 8 newly identified peptides on 

YIYGSFK phosphorylation by p6Qwrc PTK. The 8 peptides were incubated with p6Qwrc 

PTK (0.6 units), [y-32P]ATP (10 J.LM), and 50 JJ.M YIYGSFK at room temperature for 10 

min. The concentration of these peptides used in the study was also 50 JJ.M. The reaction 

mixture without any peptides (only p6Qwrc PTK and [y-J2P]ATP) was used as a control 

(Lane 11). 



Table 15. Three potent p60c.rrc PTK inlnoitory peptides 

Peptide 

MIYKYYF 

KIYFMAW 

RIYGWKI 

ICso, J.LM* 

2.6 ±0.5 

2.3 ±0.4 

11.4 + 2.7 

*The substrate used in these experiments was YIYGSFK at a concentration of 55 fJ,M. 
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Discussion 

Inhibitors for PTKs may be useful as therapeutic agents for a variety of disease~ 

including cancer (Burke Jr., 1992; 1994; Boutin, 1994). However, the discovery of 

selective and potent inhibitors for PTKs has been hindered by the lack of information on 

peptide substrate motifs for these enzymes. In Chapter 4, we screened a secondary peptide 

horary (approximately 1 million peptide-beads) for its ability to be phosphorylated by p60~ 

src PTK. The structure of the peptide h'brary used in this study was XIYXXXX. The 

design of this secondary horary was based on the SAR study of the YNGSFK peptide 

identified from our primary screen with a totally random heptapeptide library (Lou .e.t 

al., 1995). In this screen, 12 

(32P]-Iabelled peptide-beads were identified, 5 of the strongest (32P]-labelled peptide-beads 

were microsequenced. Of these 5 labelled bead~ GIYWHHY was found to be more 

potent and specific for p6Qcwrc PTK, with a Km of about 21 J,LM (Lou .e.t al., 1996). 

In order to identify more peptide substrate~ we screened additional secondary 

peptide-bead library (approximately 2 millions beads) with p6Qcwrc PTK. In this 

experiment, the h'brary was incubated with [y-32P]ATP and p6Qc-=: PTK overnight instead 

of the usual2 hours duration. After the overnight incubation, 8 (32P]-labelled beads were 

identified and isolated for microsequencing: KIYYVSG, RIYEFVE, MIYKYYF, 

KIYFMAW, RNGWKI, RIYRIIA EIYDLHS, and MIYRGKD. Except for the presence 

of a basic residue at theN-terminus and the pre-fixed positions oflle2 and Tyr3, there was 

no obvious sequence homology among these peptides. These peptide sequences are quite 

different from the previously identified peptide substrates (YIYGSFK., GIYWHHY 

EIYEEYE, and EEIYGEFF) for p6Qcwrc PTK with the exception oflle2 and Tyr3. 

When these 8 peptides were resynthesized and their phosphorylation in solution phase 

was examined, no detectable phosphorylation was observed (Figure 14 ), suggesting that 

they are poor substrates in solution for p6Qc..src PTK. The reason why these peptides were 
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phosphorylated on solid-phase but not in solution phase is not clear but may be, in part, 

due to the prolonged overnight incubation, and the multiplicities of the same peptide on 

the surface of the bead. Although these peptides were poor substrates in solution-phase 

phosphorylation, three of them (KIYFMAW, MIYKYYF, and RIYGKWI) exhibited 

potent inhibitory activity towards p6oc-.sn: PTK with ICso values between 3-12 J,LM (Figure 

15 and Table 15). It is conceivable that these three peptides may bind strongly to catalytic 

site but with a slow dissociation rate resulting in a poor substrate and yet a good inhibitor 

for the enzyme. Extensive structure-activity relationship studies on these three peptides 

are currently underway to determine the critical residues required for their interaction with 

the enzyme. Whether these peptides bind to the catalytic site or not is not clear at this 

time. Kinetic inhibitory studies will allow us to elucidate the mechanism of action of these 

unique inhibitors. Information obtained from these studies may enable us to develop highly 

potent and selective peptidomim.etic inh.Ioitors for p6oo-.rn: PTK with improved therapeutic 

potential. 



Chapter 9 

IDIOTYPE-SPECIFIC PEPTIDES INDUCE SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION IN 

LYMPHOMA CELLS 

Introduction 
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Membrane-bound immunoglobulin (mig) forms an antigen receptor complex on the 

plasm membrane of B cells with at least two transmembrane proteins, MB-1 and B29 

(Rombach .et al., 1990; Clark .et al., 1992; Cambier .et al., 1993). This multi-molecular 

complex is associated with protein tyrosine kinases including p53/p561Yil (Y amanashi .et al., 

1991), p55blk (Li .et al., 1992), p59f}n (Lin and Justement, 1992), p5@c:k (Gold .et al., 1994), 

and a 72 kDa tyrosine kinase (Syk) (Hutchcroft .et al., 1992). These tyrosine kinases have 

been shown to be activated by mig crosslin.king caused by antigens or antibodies to the 

immunoglobulins and phosphorylate the tyrosine residues of a set of proteins including 

phospholipase Cy1 (Carter .et al., 1991), and Cy2 (Hempel .et al., 1992), 

phosphatidylinositol3-kinase (Berridge, 1993; Yamanashi .etal., 1992), Raf:l (Tamaki .et 

al, 1992), MB-1 and B-29 etc (Hata .et al., 1993; Sanchez .et .al., 1993). These proteins 

have thus been considered to play important roles in signal transduction through mig. 

Signalling by membrane immunoglobulin regulates B-cell maturation and activation 

(Gold .et al., 1990). Crosslinking of membrane immunoglobulin promotes activation of 

mature B cells for clonal expansion and antibody production against foreign antigens 

( Cushley and Harnett, 1993 ). By contrast, crosslinking of membrane inummoglobulin by 

antigen or by antiimmunoglobulin antibodies inactivates immature B-cell (Igarashi .et al., 

1994). Crosslin.king membrane lgM on the B lymphoma cell lines WEID-231 and WEIH-

279 induces growth arrest (Page and Defranco, 1988). This growth arrest is due to 

programmed cell death which is dependent on protein tyrosine phosphorylation caused by 
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crosslinking membrane IgM (Beohamou .et al, 1990; Hasbold and Klaus, 1990; Yao and 

Scott, 1993). This response may be analogous to the deletion or inactivation of immature 

B-cells that is induced by antigen or anti-IgM antibodies. 

B-cell lymphomas have surface imnumoglobulins (idiotypes) that are highly specific 

for the individual patient's malignant B-een tumor clone. Such surface idiotypes are targets 

for the anti-idiotype monoclonal antibody therapy as pioneered by Levy et a/. (Miller .e.t. 

al, 1982; Meeker .et al., 1985; Lowder .et al, 1987; Brown .et al., 1989; Levy and Miller, 

1990). Clinical response has been observed in many patients. However, most patients 

relapse, and additionally the recurring tumors often express altered surface idiotype (Levy 

and Miller, 1990; Meeker .et al., 1985). A few years ago, Lam (Lam, 1993) proposed the 

use of idiotype specific peptide-based therapy for B-een lymphomas. Advantages of 

peptides over monoclonal antibody therapy are I). peptides are smaller and therefore have 

better tumor penetration, 2). they are technically easier to derivatize, 3). there is negligible 

uptake of peptides by the reticuloendothelial system, 4 ). they are probably not 

inummogenic due to their small size, 5). they may be faster and less expensive to produce, 

and 6). radiolabelled peptides might kill mutated lymphoma cells with altered surface 

idiotype via a bystander effect (Lam, 1993; Renschler and Levy, 1993). 

Recently, Renschler et al. (Renschler .et al, 1994) descnoed the use of the filamentous 

phage-displayed peptide horary method to discover idiotype-specific L-amino acid 

peptides for a human lymphoma cell line (SUP-B8 cells). They were able to demonstrate 

that these "anti-id peptides", when assembled in tetrameric form, bound specifically to the 

SUP-B8 cells resulting in an increase in protein tyrosine phosphorylation as well as 

inducing cell death by apoptosis in vitro. Since a biological combinatorial peptide horary 

method was used, all the ligands descnoed in their work were composed ofL-amino acids. 

More recently, our lab used a random synthetic peptide horary method based on "one

bead one-compound" concept to identify idiotype-specific peptide ligands (including L and 
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D-amino acid peptide ligands) for two murine B lymphoma cell lines with surface IgM 

(WEIH-231 and WEHI-279 cell lines). In this approac~ a "split synthesis" method (Lam 

m. al, 1991; Furka .et al, 1991) was used in which each resin bead displays only one 

peptide entity. Using an enzyme-linked assay, the peptide-beads that interacted with the 

lymphoma idiotype turned color and subsequently were isolated for microsequencing. 

Since synthetic chemistry is used in the construction of the horaries, D-amino acids (Lam 

et al, 1993b), unnatural amino acids, or even non-peptide subunits (Lebl .et al., 1995; 

Nikolaiev .et al, 1993) can be incorporated during the "split synthesis" process. Ligands 

isolated from such horaries are particularly useful from the therapeutic standpoint as they 

are more likely to be resistant to proteolysis and be more stable in vivo. 

In this study, I demonstrated that idiotype specific peptides, when synthesized in 

tetrameric or multimeric forms, were able to trigger signal transduction resulting in an 

increase in protein tyrosine phosphorylation. 

Results 

Signal transduction. 

Using a random combinatorial peptide horazy method based on the "one-bead one

peptide" concept for ligand identification, idiotype specific peptides were retrieved and 

optimized for interaction with the cell surface immunoglobulins [IgM(K)] of two murine 8 

lymphoma cell lines, WEIH-231 and WEI:ll-279. Two peptides, wGeyidvkG peptide

beads for WEifl-231 and LRWFERETNV peptide-beads for WEifl-279, were 

resynthesized and the effect of peptide ligands on the tyrosine phosphorylation of intact 

cells is examined. Figure 16 is a Western blot showing the phosphotyrosine level of the 

cell extract obtained from either the bead-bound cells or free cells. It is evident that when 

the lymphoma cells bound to the surface of the specific peptide-bead, the signal 
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Figure 16. Western blot of total celllysates showing the effect of peptide-beads on the 

tyrosine phosphorylation of intact lymphoma cells. In this experiment, wGeyidvkG-beads 

and LRWFERETNV-beads were used for WElll-231 and WElll-279 cell lines 

respectively. 'F represents free cells and 'B' represents bound cells. Since the secondary 

antibody was goat-anti-mouse lgG antibody-horseradish peroxidase, the cell surface light 

chains ( K) were also detected. Equal amount of cell lysates was loaded onto each lane. 

Phosphotyrosine levels were found to be elevated in the bound-cells in both WElll-231 

and WElll-279 cell lines. 
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transduction pathway was triggered, resulting in an elevated level of phosphotyrosine in 

the cellular proteins. 

The biological effect of one of the peptide ligands (wGeyidvk) was also tested in 

solution. Peptide wGeyidvk was first biotinylated at its carboxyl end via a triglycine linker. 

It was then added into the cell culture in the presence or absence of avidin. In the presence 

of avi~ the biotinylated peptide binds to each of the 4 subunits of avidin resulting in a 

tetrameric peptide structure. Figure 17 shows the result of this study. Avidin alone or 

biotinylated peptide alone (at 10 J.LM) had no effect on the phosphotyrosine level of the 

WEifl-231 cell line. However, when the biotinylated peptide and avidin were premixed 

and added concurrently, the level of phosphotyrosine in several cellular proteins were 

elevated. The result was quite similar when polyclonal anti-mouse IgM antibody was 

added to the cell. However, there are distinct differences. For example, phosphorylation of 

the high molecular weight component (MW 130,000Da) was stimulated more with the 

peptide than with polyclonal anti-IgM antibody (see the upper band between lane 5 and 

lane 6 ofFigure 17). When the same experiment was performed with the WEID-279 cell 

line, stimulation of tyrosine phosphorylation was not observed with peptide wGeyidvk. 

However, the polyclonal anti-mouse IgM antibody, as a positive control, did show a 

marked elevation in tyrosine phosphorylation. This experiment also demonstrated the 

specificity of the identified peptides. 

Discussion 

Over 90% of human Non-Hodgkin's lymphomas are B-cell type with specific cell 

surface immunoglobulins (or idiotypes) (Lam, 1993). These surface idiotypes are potential 

therapeutic targets. Antibodies raised against the the inmnmoglobulin receptor idiotypes 

("anti-Id") can arrest the the growth oflymphoma cells in vitro and can induce complete 

tumor regression in vivo (Pannell and Scott, 1986; Miller .et al, 1982). The direct 
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Figure 17. Western blot of total cell lysate showing the effect of a solution phase 

biotinylated idiotype-specific peptide (wGeyidvk) on the tyrosine phosphorylation of two 

murine lymphoma cell lines. In the presence of avidin, the biotinylated peptide forms a 

tetramer. 
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antiproliferative effect exerted by the anti-Id antJ.oodies is due to programmed cell death 

(Vuist .et. al, 1994), and is dependent on immunoglobulin cross-linking which leads to 

transmembrane signaling through inositol phospholipid and tyrosine phosphorylation 

(DeFranco, 1992; Campbell and Sefton, 1990). Thus, the immunoglobulin receptor could 

be targeted with peptides that bind specifically to the receptor as surrogate ligands. The 

peptides themselves, when made multimeric, might inhibit growth by cross-linking 

immunoglobulin receptors or, if not, could be conjugated to deliver toxins or 

radionuclides. the tissue penetration of peptides, the ease of synthesis, and the ability to 

modify peptides are superior to antibodies. Finally, peptides tend to be less immunogenic 

than monoclonal antJ.oodies (Lam, 1993; Renschler and Levy, 1993). 

Renschler et al (Renschler .d. al., 1994) recently reported the use of a filamentous 

phage-displayed horary to identify idiotype-specific peptides for a human lymphoma cell 

line (SUP-88 cells). These corresponding synthetic peptides bound specifically to the 

antigen binding site of this immmoglobulin receptor and blocked the binding of an anti

idiotype anttoody. The ligands, when conjugated to form dimers or tetramers, induced cell 

death by apoptosis in vitro, this effect was associated with specific stimulation of 

intrracellular protein tyrosine phosphorylation. Since a biologic horary method was used, 

only L-amino acid containing peptides were discovered. Unless the N- or C-terminus of 

these peptides are protected, they are subjected to rapid proteolysis in vivo. The synthetic 

combinatorial horary method used in our lab enabled us to discover D-amino acid or 

unnatural amino acid containing peptides which are likely to be more stable in vivo and 

therefore therapeutically more useful 

Using the "one-bead one-compound" synthetic combinatorial horary method (Lam et 

al, 1991; Lam and Lebl, 1992), idiotype specific peptides were identified for interaction 

with the cell surface immunoglobulins of two murine B lymphoma cell lines in our 

laboratory. The specificity of some of the identified ligands was confirmed by the enzyme-
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linked colorimetric staining method with the purified idiotype from the corresponding cell 

lines, and the specific cell binding was further confirmed by direct cell rosetting assay. 

Similar to the work reported by Renschler et al (Renschler et a/., 1994), I 

demonstrated that some of our peptide ligands in tetrameric (avidin + biotinylated peptide) 

or multimeric (peptide-bead) forms, when added to intact cells, were able to trigger signal 

transduction resulting in increase in protein tyrosine phosphorylation (Figure 16 and 17). 

This effect is believed to be due to the crosslinking of cell surface immunoglobulins 

resulting in activation of protein tyrosine kinase. Interestingly, the resulting 

phosphorylation pattern induced by the tetrameric peptide was qualitatively very similar 

but quantitatively different from that induced by the polyclonal anti-mouse IgM antibody. 

This suggests that the signalling pathways induced by the two reagents are somewhat 

different. 

It is well known that the monoclonal or polyclonal anti-IgM antloodies were able to 

induce apoptosis of both WEifl-231 and WEHI-279 cell lines (Benhamou .et al., 1990; 

Hasbold and Klaus, 1990). Renschler et al (Renschler .et al., 1994) descnoed the use of 

their idiotype-specific peptides (tetrameric form) to induce cell death due to apoptosis of 

the SUP-BSlymphoma cells. However when a mixture ofbiotinylated wGeyidvk peptide 

and avidin were added to the WEHI-231 cell line, cell death was not observed (data not 

shown). The reason why our tetrameric wGeyidvk peptide was able to induce protein 

tyrosine phosphorylation but not apoptosis is not clear. 

In summary, this study demonstrates idiotype-specific peptides (L, or D-amino acid 

peptides) for the surface immunoglobulins of two murine lymphoma cell lines can induce 

tyrosine phosphorylation but not apoptosis of the intact cells. Idiotype-specific peptides, 

whether they are able to induce apoptosis or not, may still be useful therapeutically if they 

can be used to target radionuclides or toxins to the lymphoma cells. In fact the targeted 

approach using radionuclides has an added advantage as the rare mutated tumor cell that 
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no longer binds the idiotype-specific peptide can still be eliminated by an irradiation ''by

stander effect" from a neighbouring cell that binds the labelled peptide. 
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Chapter 10 

CONCLUSIONS 

Project (I) 

The synthetic combinatorial peptide h"brary method is a new approach for the rapid 

discovery of peptide ligands with biological interest. In essence, a combinatorial library of 

peptides is chemically synthesized and subjected to screening for biological activity. The 

amino acid sequence of an "active" peptide is then determined. Other biologic peptide 

h"braries such as that involving filamentous phage display peptides can typically 

accommodate only 20 natural amino acids. In contrast, synthetic peptide h'braries have the 

potential to incorporate D-amino acids and other unnatural amino acids, as well as specific 

secondary structures or scaffolding structures that may enhance biologic activity. The 

advent of these peptide or nonpeptide small molecule h"brary methods not only facilitates 

the drug discovery process but also provides important information for the fundamental 

understanding of molecular recognition (Lam .et. al, 1991; Lam, 1995; Gordon .et. al, 

1994; Gallop, .et. al., 1994 ). 

One synthetic combinatorial peptide library method is based on the "one-bead one

compound" concept developed in our laboratory (Lam .et. al, 1991). Using a "split 

synthesis" method, each bead expresses only one chemical entity. The peptide library, 

consisting of millions of beads, each with a unique peptide, is then subjected to mass 

screening. The reactive beads are identified, physically isolated, and each bead is subjected 

to micro sequencing with Edman degradation chemistry. Once a binding motif is identified, 

a secondary h"brary (based on the motif of the primary screen) is generated and screened 

under a more stringent condition to identify leads ofhigher activity (Lam .et. al, 1991; Lam 

and Lebl, 1994). Using this method, our laboratory identified peptide ligands for a variety 
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of targets such as monoclonal antibodies (Lam et al, 1991; 1993a; 1993b), streptavidin 

(Lam « al., 1991 ), MHC class I molecules (Smith « al. 1994 ), and indigo dye (Lam « al,. 

1994) etc. Recently, we have successfully applied this method for the identification of 

linear peptide substrate motifs for both cAMP-dependent protein kinase (a 

serine/threonine protein kinase) (Wu « al., 1994) and p60o-.rrc PTK (Lam .et al., 1995; Lou 

e.t al, 1996). 

Protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) play an important role in the signal transduction 

pathways that regulate cellular growth, development, and differentiation (Ullrich and 

Schlessinger, 1990; Tsygankow and Bolen, 1993; Wilkis, 1993). Elevated levels ofPTK 

activity and concomitant increases in phosphotyrosine content have been associated with 

many human malignancies (Chang and Geahlen, 1992). The p60o-.rrc PTK is the first 

descnoed cellular PTK which is thought to involve in signal transduction pathway (Bolen 

.etal, 1992; Xu .etal, 1996), and elevated activity ofthis enzyme has been associated with 

several cancers (Chang and Geahlen, 1992). Unlike many of the protein serine/threonine 

kinases in which the substrate motif is known (Kemp and Pearson, 1990; 1991), specific 

motif has yet to be identified for various protein tyrosine kinases. Since the physiological 

substrates of the PTKs are generally unknown, nonspecific substrates such as poly (& Y) 

are often used to assay their activity. The specificity of PTKs for tyrosine appears to be 

very high; however, it is not clear whether and to what extent the amino acid sequence 

surrounding the tyrosyl residue is important for recognition by the enzyme. 

Previous studies have tried to identifY the amino acid sequences surrounding tyrosine 

by using synthetic peptides corresponding to the sequence of known phosphorylation sites 

within protein substrates. The phosphorylation sites in the protein and peptide substrates 

suggest that one or more acidic residue (E) at the N-terminal site of the phosphorylated 

tyrosine influence substrate recognition (Hunter and Cooper, 1985; Songyang « al., 

1995). Angiotensin IT peptide (DRVYlliPF) (Wong and Goldberg, 1983), Src 
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autophosphorylation site peptide (RRLIEDNEYAARQG) (Casnelli d. al, 1982), and 

synthetic peptides derived from p34cdc2 (KVEKIGEGTYGWYK) (Litwin .e.t. al., 1991; 

Chen .et al., 1991; 1992) are the commonly used, commerically available peptide substrates 

for p6004n: PTK. However, these peptides are also phosphorylated by many different 

PTKs. The phosphorylation kinetics of these peptides are characterized by high Km and 

low Vmax values. So much effort has been devoted to finding more efficient peptide 

substrates with low Km and high Vmax values. 

In this dissertation, I used p60c:-.sn: PTK as a model system and employed the "one

bead, one-compound" combinatorial peptide library method to identify efficient and 

specific peptide substrates for this enzyme. In this method, the peptide-bead horary was 

first incubated with [y~32P]ATP and p6004n: PTK. After incubation, the beads were washed 

thoroughly with high sah buffer followed by heating with 1. 0 M HCl for 15 minutes to 

remove all the non~covalent [y~32P]ATP binding and washed thoroughly again. The beads 

were then suspended in molten 1% (w I v) agarose and plated on a glass plate. The bead~ 

containing gel was then air-dried to form a film and exposed to an X-ray film. 

Autoradiography was then used to localize the P2P]-labelled beads. The beads 

corresponding to the autoradiographic spots were removed and suspended in mohen 

agarose solution again for secondacy plating. With this dilution, single P2P]-labeled beads 

could be isolated for microsequencing. 

Using the above phosphorylation screening method, when a limited random 

heptapeptide horary (500,000 beads) was screened with p6004rc PTK, a peptide YIYGSFK 

was identified (Lam .et al., 1995). Using a solution phase phosphorylation assay with 

analysis by thin layer chromatography (polyethylene imine cellulose plate) developed in 

our laboratory (Lou .et al., 1996), the Km of YIYGSFK was determined to be 55 ~ 

about 6.4-fold better than that of the cdc(6-20) peptide (KVEKIGEGTYGVVYK), one of 

the best known peptide substrate for p6Qc.sn: PTK. Solid-phase phosphorylation of 
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YIYGSFK. also indicated it was much better substrate for p60o-rn: PTK than cdc(6-20) 

peptide. 

Using a solid-phase phosphorylation assay, a structure-activity relationship was 

performed on over 70 analogs ofYIYGSFK (Lou et al., 1995). The peptide analogs were 

first synthesized on TentaGe! S resin with a non-cleavable linker. The peptide-beads were 

then phosphorylated with p6oo-rn: PTK, immobilized on a glass plate with agar and the 

relative amount of phosphorylation per bead quantitated with a Phosphorlmager. A 

hydrophobic L-amino acid in position 2 and a basic amino acid in position 7 proved crucial 

for activity as a substrate. In addition, the L-tyrosine residue at position 3 was critical as 

the phosphorylation site (Mass spectrometric analysis conformed that tyrosine-3 was the 

phosphorylation site) and was found to be stereospecific, as substitution with the D

enantiomer at this position rendered the peptide totally inactive. Solid-phase peptide 

phosphorylation assay with the Phosphorlmager is quantitative and convenient. It is 

invaluable in rapidly surveying the SAR of a large number of peptide analogues at the 

same time. 

The combinatorial peptide horary, in addition to being a valuable tool for lead 

discovery, can also be used to optimize the initial leads. The extensive SAR studies on 

YIYGSFK indicated that -lle-Tyr- were the two critical residues as a peptide substrate for 

p6oo-rrc PTK (Lou ~ al., 1996). Based on this dipeptide motU: a secondary peptide horary 

was synthesized (XIYXXXX, wherein X = all 19 eukaryotic amino acids except for 

cysteine, I = isoleucine, Y = tyrosine). This secondary horary was screened for its ability 

to be phosphorylated by p60o-src PTK using [y-32P]ATP as a tracer (Lou~ al.,l996). Five 

of the strongest [32P]-Iabeled peptide beads were identified and microsequenced: 

GIYWHHY, KIYDDYE, EIYEENG, EIYEEYE, and YIYEEED. Solid-phase 

phosphorylation of GIYWilliY was almost two-fold more potent than that of the parent 

compound YIYGSFK and the re~ of the four acidic peptides were significantly weaker. 
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Solution-phase kinetic studies indicated that GIYWHHY had a Km of21 J,LM. about 2.6-

fold lower than the YIYGSFK. In addition. a solid-phase phosphorylation assay was used 

to evaluate the structure-activity relationship of GIYWHHY. 'Alanine-walk' of 

GIYWHHY indicated that lle2 and Tyr3 were crucial for p6Qe>.rrr PTK activity. In additio~ 

HisS and fiis6 were also extremely important, and replacement of either of those two 

histidines by alanine resulted in a great loss in activity. Tyr7 was not essential, as it could 

readily be replaced by alanine or totally deleted. This also strongly suggests that Tyr3, but 

not Tyr7, is the phosphorylation site (Lou .et. al., 1996). 

In this dissertation, the GCG:SWISSPROT data base was searched for YIYGSFK 

and GIYWHHY. Several proteins with an amino acid sequence similar to YIYGSFK were 

identified, e.g. YIYSSFK from E. coli DNA-binding protein, YIYVYPK from herpes 

virus DNA-binding protein, YIYWHGR from IDV-2 envelope protein, YIYKVLK from 

sea urchin histone, YIYSHCR from human 70 KD peroxisomal membrane protein and 

YIYGYHR from human adenovirus type 5 DNA terminal protein. However, no proteins 

with an amino acid sequence similar to GIYWHHY were identified. Work should be done 

to determine if any of these proteins are natural substrates for p6Qe>.rrr PTK. This 

information will help to understand the physiological role of p6Qe>.rrr PTK 

The development of inhibitors of PTKs is a promising approach to obtaining new 

therapeutic agents for a variety of cancers as well as to defining the physiological roles of 

PTKs (Burke Jr., 1992; 1994; Boutin, 1994; Levitzk:i and Gazit, 1995). However, the 

design of peptide-based inhibitors for PTKs has been hampered by the lack of efficient 

short peptide substrates wherein the tyrosine can be replaced with nonphosphorylatable 

residues to generate inhibitors. In general, the previously discovered peptide substrates for 

PTKs were poor substrates (Km in the mM range). Our recently identified peptide 

substrates by a combinatorial peptide h'brary method, YIYGSFK and GIYWHHY, with 
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Km in the low J.1M range could provide good templates for designing pseudosubstrate

based peptide inlu'bitors for p60o-.rrr PTK. 

In this dissertation, GIYWHHY with the lowest Km (21 f..LM) was chosen as the 

template to develop pseudosubstrate-based peptide inhibitors for p60o-.rrr PTK. The 

tyrosine analogs, (L)2'-naphthalaJanine, (D)2'-naphtbalaJanine, aminobenzoic acid, and D

tyr, were used to replace Tyr3 and Tyr7• Some of these pseudosubstrate-based inlu'bitors 

are quite potent and specific for p60o-.rrr: PTK with ICso in low micromolar range (about 4 

J.LM). Since both YIYGSFK and GIYWiffiY are efficient and specific substrates for p60c

srr: PTK, chimeric branched peptides based on these two sequences were synthesized. The 

ICso of one of these branched peptides YI[2'-Nal]GK(Wifli)FK are in the submicromolar 

range, indicating the enzyme active site of p60o-.rrr: PTK can accommodate more than a 

linear motif This may explain why seemingly several peptides with very different linear 

structures can all be phosphorylated by this enzyme. 

In another peptide-bead hbrary screening (XIYXXXX hbrary, about 2 millions beads) 

with p60o-.rrr PTK, I identified 8 peptide-beads: KIYYVSG, RIYEFVE, MIYKYYF, 

KIYFMAW, RIYGKWI, RIYRILA, EIYDLHS, and MIYRGKD. These peptides were 

reproducibly phosphorylated on solid-phase by p60o-.rrr: PTK, but were very inefficient as 

substrates for solution-phase phosphorylation compared with the parental compound 

YIYGSFK. However, three peptides, MIYKYYF, KIYFMAW, and RIYGKWI exln'bited 

potent inlubitory activity for p60o-.rrr PTK with ICso values of between 3-12 J,.LM using 

YIYGSFK as a substrate. KIYFMA W and MIYKYYF are two best linear peptide 

inlu"bitors for p60o-.rrr PTK identified by this study. 

In summary, the major findings of the project (I) are: (i). The "one-bead one

compound" combinatorial hbrary method is a powerful tool to identify peptide substrates 

for PTKs such as YIYGSFK for p60o-.rrr: PTK; (ii). Solid-phase phosphorylation assay by 

the Phosphor Imager is quantitative and convenient, and proved to be invaluable in rapidly 
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surveying the SAR of numerous analogues at the same time. Using this method, a SAR 

study was performed on over 70 analogs ofYIYGSFK to determine that -De-Tyr-were the 

two critical residues as a substrate for p60o.rrc PTK; (iii). The "one-bead one-compound" 

combinatorial peptide horary, in addition to being a valuable tool for lead discovery, can 

also be used to optimize the initial leads by designing and screening the secondary peptide 

horary to identifY leads of higher activity. In this study, a secondary peptide horary 

(XIYXXXX) based on -De-Tyr- motif was synthesized and screened by p60c-.src PTK. One 

of the identified peptides, GIYWHHY, was found to be more efficient and specific for 

p6oo.rrc PTK.; (iv). Potent and specific pseudosubstrate peptide inhioitors for PTKs can be 

developed based on the structure of efficient peptide substrates. For example, several 

potent and specific pseudosubstrate-based peptide inhioitors with ICso in the low 

micromolar range were developed for p6oo.rrc PTK based on the primary structure of 

GIYWHHY; (v). Peptides with poor substrate activity but with potent inhibitory activity 

can be identified by the "one-bead one-compound" combinatorial peptide horary method. 

KIYFMAW, MIYKYYF, and RIYGKWI identified by this method were very poor 

substrates in a solution-phase phosphorylation but they all exhtoited potent inhioitory 

activity for p60o.rrc PTK; (vi). The TLC system developed in this dissertation is very useful 

for the kinase assay. It allows one to separate a variety of phosphorylated peptides 

simultaneously. (vii). Some of the more potent peptide inhioitors have a branched 

structure indicating that active site of p60o.rn: PTK enzyme can accommodate more than a 

linear motif 

Project (ll) 

Over 90% of human non-Hodgkin's lymphomas are B-cell type with specific cell 

surface immunoglobulins (or idiotypes) (Lam, 1993). These surface idiotypes are potential 

therapeutic targets (Levy and Miller, 1990). Monoclonal or polyclonal antibodies raised 
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against the idiotype of the Ig ("anti-Id") resuh in stimulation of tyrosine phosphorylation 

and apoptosis (Benhamou .et. al, 1990; Hasbold and Klaus, 1990; Yao and Scott, 1993; 

Vuist .et.al, 1994). Recently, Renschler et al. (Renschler et al., 1994) descnoed the use of 

the filamentous phage-displayed peptide horary method to discover idiotype-specific L

amina acid peptides for a human lymphoma cell line (SUP-BS cells). They were able to 

demonstrate that these "anti-id peptides", when assembled in tetrameric form, bound 

specifically to the SUP-BS cells resulting in an increase in protein tyrosine phosphorylation 

as well as inducing cell death by apoptosis in vitro. 

Using the "one-bead one-compound" combinatorial horary method, idiotype specific 

peptide ligands (including L and D-amino acid peptide ligands) were identified for 

interaction with the cell surface immunoglobulins [IgM(K)] of two murine B lymphoma 

cell lines (WEHI-231 and WEHI-279). Several of the identified peptides were 

characterized with respect to signal transduction in this dissertation. The peptides, when 

synthesized in tetrameric or multimeric forms, were able to trigger signal transduction 

resulting in an increase in protein tyrosine phosphorylation but not apoptosis of the 

lymphoma cells. The reason why these peptides were able to induce protein tyrosine 

phosphorylation but not apoptosis is not clear. However, idiotype-specific peptides esp. 

0-amino acid peptides, whether they are able to induce apoptosis or not, may still be 

useful therapeutically if they can be used to target radionuclides or toxins to the lymphoma 

cells. 
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